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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Energy Harvesting Paradigms for Autonomously-Powered Sensor Networks 

by 

Scott Anthony Ouellette 

Doctor of Philosophy in Structural Engineering 

University of California, San Diego, 2015 

Professor Michael Todd, Chair 

Within the past 15 years, significant advances in semiconductor integrated circuits (ICs) 

have reduced power consumption requirements such that mechanisms of transducing various 

forms of ambient energy for providing autonomous power are a viable technology. The field of 

energy harvesting has grown immensely as new solutions for developing self-sustaining wireless 

sensor networks for applications such as structural health monitoring (SHM), precision 

viticulture, and biometric wearable devices are continually investigated. Due to the wide variety 

of energy transduction  methods and the inherent multidisciplinary nature of energy harvesting, a 

systematic paradigm for the capture and use of ambient energy is presented. The research 

outlined in this dissertation covers two energy transduction mechanisms: electrochemical energy 
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harvesting, and vibration energy harvesting. The first project presented details the modeling, 

development and testing of a novel cement sea-water battery (C-SWB) and a complimentary 

low-power sensor node designed for long-term marine infrastructure health monitoring. The 

second project investigates analytically and experimentally the augmented broadband vibration 

energy capture of a modulated inertial generator (MIG). Closed-form analytical expressions of 

interacting electromagnetic dipole moments are derived and used as a nonlinear control 

parameter to modulate the response of an inertial generator to expand the resonant frequency 

response spectrum.   
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

In the context of autonomously powered wireless sensor networks, energy harvesting is 

conventionally described as the process of converting ambient/environmental energy to useful 

electrical energy. The scale of energy captured by transduction mechanisms is dependent on 

several environmental factors, as well as the efficiency of the energy transducer. The amount of 

useful power generated by common energy harvesting devices typically range from the order of 

micro-Watts (μW) to milli-Watts (mW) when normalizing by volume. This research field has 

grown as a direct result of advances in wireless technology and low-power electronic devices, 

as well as a growing interest in embedded wireless sensor networks which contain their own 

power supply. The conventional power supply for wireless sensors are batteries; however, due 

to size and weight limitations, commercial batteries often fail to provide enough energy for 

long-term sensing operations. 

Once a battery has been consumed, the sensor must be retrieved and the battery 

replaced. Because of the remote placement of these devices, accessing the sensor simply to 

replace the battery can become a hazardous, expensive and tedious, or even impossible, task. 
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Energy harvesting technologies can potentially satisfy the power demands for a sensor network 

while simultaneously eliminating costs typically associated with battery replacement and 

chemical waste. Ideally, there would exist enough ambient energy for an energy harvesting 

scheme to prolong the lifetime of a power supply (e.g. recharging a battery), or to provide 

unlimited energy for the intended service life of the electronic device. Given these reasons, 

interest in energy harvesting research has been rapidly increasing with applications to all types 

of unattended embedded sensing systems such as: structural health monitoring (SHM), 

automotive applications (such as regenerative braking), and in-vivo bio-mechanical devices. 

The following sections of this chapter will propose a systemic approach to energy harvesting 

which considers the entire process of ambient energy conversion to information, and cover each 

stage of the paradigm in detail. 

1.1. Three-Stage Energy Harvesting Paradigm 

The proposed systemic energy harvesting paradigm can be parsed into three stages: 

energy source/transduction (supply), power conditioning and management (storage), and 

sensing and communications (demand), as shown in Figure 1. Implementation of Stage 1 

consists of identifying the sources of ambient energy available and determining the most viable 

approach for capturing the maximum amount of energy subject to transducer technology, 

subject to various environmental and economic factors. Since the output power of most energy 

harvesting transducers is subject to local environmental conditions, the voltage or current is 

often non-stationary. Therefore, power conditioning and management (Stage 2) is often 

required for converting the harvested power to a regulated source for low-power sensing and 

communications telemetry (Stage 3).  
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Figure 1. Energy harvesting paradigm 

 

The process involved in Stage 2 begins with assessing the output power characteristics 

of the energy harvesting device and determining whether or not there exists sufficient power for 

the latter stage. If the harvested energy is insufficient – as is often the case – then an energy 

buffer (e.g. a super capacitor) is necessary to acquire enough energy to power communications 

telemetry. Power management schemes are often used to regulate the flow of energy subject to 

the sensing protocol specified by the end user. In certain scenarios, the energy harvested can 

exceed the power demands of the sensing system subject to the duty cycle of the sensor node 

switching between active mode and idle mode. In this situation, implementing a power 

management scheme to switch the flow of energy from the sensing and communications 
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electronics to a rechargeable battery or super capacitor would provide the sensing system a 

greater level of autonomy under varying environmental conditions. 

Lastly, Stage 3 consists of converting the regulated energy into information, and then 

transmitting the information to a remote server location, often in a wireless modality. Various 

commercially available low-power sensors exist, as well as low-power microprocessors and 

radios. This part of the paradigm mainly deals with design considerations of the network 

topology, number of sensors and type, data acquisition rate and storage, and transmission 

frequency /duty cycle. With regards to remote, autonomously powered sensor networks, these 

design parameters play a central role in the selection of a transducer. Therefore, development of 

an energy harvesting strategy is often an iterative process, and conventionally results in an ad-

hoc system. In a latter section of this chapter, a detailed description of various network 

topologies and power consumption metrics will be presented. 

 

1.2. Energy Transduction Methods 

The sources of conventionally sourced ambient energies are sunlight, thermal gradients, 

human motion and body heat, vibration, electrochemical reactions, and RF energy. Several 

excellent articles reviewing possible energy sources for energy harvesting can be found in 

references [1]–[7]. Fry et al. [2] provides an overview of portable electric power sources that 

meet US military special operation requirements. The potential power sources surveyed by the 

report are thermoelectric generators, mechanical vibration devices such as piezoelectric devices 

and wind turbines, solar cells, and exotic portable power sources including tapping the laser 

beam and ambient electromagnetic radiation, as well as traditionally available portable power 

sources such as batteries and fuel cells. Although the report is concerned only with portable 
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energy sources for military combat missions, it provides critical insight into future research 

trends in energy harvesting. For instance, the report defines a list of general attributes intended 

to suggest what a standard characterization of various portable energy supplies should include. 

The list includes electrical (energy density, total energy content, power density, maximum 

voltage and current, RF emission power, electrical interconnects), physical (size/shape, weight), 

environmental (acoustic emission power, mechanical shock tolerance, electrical shock 

tolerance, water resistance, operating temperature range), operational (energy requirements for 

recharging, orientation), maintenance (testing requirements), safety, and disposal requirements. 

The report also categorizes each energy harvesting scheme by its technical maturity, 

highlighting those that require considerable development before their feasibility for use in the 

field can be demonstrated.  

Piezoelectric devices have been extensively investigated since the early 2000s, and 

based on the criteria set in Fry’s report are still categorized as still requiring development for 

field operations. The report concludes with the suggestion that the development of a general 

standard to address the technical capabilities of energy sources should be pursued in such a way 

that system designers and integrators are able to assemble components to produce a satisfactory 

final design. It is still questionable if such design standards currently exist after the tremendous 

research efforts dedicated to energy harvesting.  

Roundy [4] compared the energy density of available and portable energy sources, 

shown in Table 1. He concluded that for a device whose desired lifetime is in the range of 1 

year or less, battery technology alone is sufficient for most field operations. However, if a 

persistent sensing system requires a longer service life, which is often the case, an energy 

harvesting scheme is considered a better solution than battery technologies. Paradiso and 

Starner [7] argued that battery technology has evolved very slowly relative to mobile 
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computing, in that commercial battery energy densities have increased only by a factor of 3 

since 1990. Over the same time period, disk storage density has increased by a factor of 1300, 

and CPU speed by a factor of nearly 800. They also provide the energy harvesting capabilities 

of various transduction mechanisms (shown in Table 2), which are slightly different from those 

suggested by Roundy [4].  

Glynne-Jones and White [3], Qidwai et al. [5], and Mateu and Moll [6] also summarize 

the basic principles and components of energy harvesting techniques, including piezoelectric, 

electrostatic, magnetic induction, and thermal energy. A common suggestion listed in these 

articles is the combined use of several energy harvesting strategies in the same device, such that 

the harvesting capabilities in many different situations and applications can be increased. 

Furthermore, energy consumption can be minimized in an effort to close the gap between 

required and harvested energy [6]. For the sake of clarity and completeness, the energy 

transduction methods listed in Figure 1 will be detailed in a manner that will motivate the 

following section on power conditioning and management, and highlight the necessity of a 

systemic paradigm.  
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Table 1. Comparison of energy sources. 

  

Power Density (μW/cm3) 

1 Year Lifetime 

Power Density (μW/cm3) 

10 Year Lifetime Source of Information 
S

ca
v

en
g

ed
 P

o
w

er
 S

o
u

rc
es

 

Solar (Outdoors) 15,000 – direct sun 
150 – cloudy day 

15,000 – direct sun 
150 – cloudy day 

Commonly Available 

Solar (Indoors) 6 – office desk 6 – office desk Roundy [Error! 
Bookmark not defined.] 

Vibrations 200 200 Roundy et al. [Error! 

Bookmark not defined.] 

Acoustic Noise 0.003 @ 75 dB 

0.96 @ 100 dB 

0.003 @ 75 dB 

0.96 @ 100 dB 

Theory 

Daily Temp. Variation 10 10 Theory 

Temperature Gradient 15 @ 10oC gradient 15 @ 10oC gradient Stordeur and Stark 1997 

[i] 

Shoe Inserts 330 330 Starner 1996 [Error! 
Bookmark not defined.] 

E
n

er
g

y
 R

es
er

v
o

ir
s 

Batteries (non-recharg. 

Lithium) 

45 3.5 Commonly Available 

Batteries (rechargeable 

Lithium) 

7 0 Commonly Available 

Fuel Cells (methanol) 280 28 Commonly Available 

Nuclear Isotopes (Uranium) 6 x 106 6 x 105 Commonly Available 

 

Table 2. Energy harvesting demonstrated capabilities. 

Energy Source Performance 

Ambient radio frequency < 1 μW/cm2 

Ambient light 100 mW/cm2 (directed toward bright sun) 
100 μW/cm2 (illuminated office) 

Thermoelectric  60 μW/cm2 

Vibrational microgenerators 4 μW/cm3 (human motion – Hz) 
800 μW/cm3 (machines – kHz) 

Ambient airflow 1 mW/cm2 

Push buttons 50 μJ/N 

Hand generators 30 W/kg 

Heel strike 7 W potentially available (1 cm deflection at 70 kg per 1 Hz walk) 
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1.2.1. Solar Energy Transduction 

Solar energy harvesting is the process of converting solar radiation (sunlight) into 

useful electrical energy. This process is conventionally accomplished by means of a 

photovoltaic (PV) cell, which uses semiconductor materials (or, more recently, organic 

materials) to absorb photon energy and generate an output electric current. Figure 2a shows a 

schematic diagram of the conversion process in a PV cell. In order for an electric current to be 

generated, photons carrying a certain type/amount of energy (band-gap energy) are absorbed 

into the semiconductor material, whereby weakly bonded electrons are released to a specially 

designed conduction band – the typical band gap energy for semiconductor materials is in the 

range of 1-2eV. From there, the electrons collected in the conduction band are free to do 

electrical work (e.g. power a wireless sensor network). The output voltage of a photovoltaic cell 

is limited by the band gap energy of the semiconductor material. In order to generate CMOS 

compliant voltages (and higher), PV cells are connected serially into a PV module.  

It is important to note that a PV cell produces zero output power in the absence of band 

gap compliant solar radiation. An equivalent circuit schematic of a PV cell is shown in Figure 

2b. A couple observations regarding the operation of a PV cell can be made from this circuit: 1) 

the output is an electric current (this implies the cell output voltage is fixed, and that only 

current fluctuates with time), and 2) the performance largely depends on the diode saturation 

current (ID), shunt resistance (RSH), and series resistance (RS). Current fluctuations aside, the 

device is best characterized as a DC power source with a very high relative energy density, 

when compared to other energy harvesting technologies. 
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of PV cell operation, and (b) equivalent circuit diagram of photovoltaic 

cell  

1.2.2. Vibration Energy Transduction 

Energy generation from mechanical vibration typically uses ambient vibration around 

the energy harvesting device as an energy source and then converts it into useful electrical 

energy. The process of converting mechanical energy to electrical energy occurs either by 

transduction of elastic strain into electrical energy via the piezoelectric effect [8], or by 

electromagnetic induction (EMI) using a copper coil and permanent magnet.  

Vibration of structural components can result from numerous factors such as flow-

induced forces, unbalanced mass in a system, material damage / fatigue, and is an inherent 

feature of almost every dynamical system. The response of a system to dynamic forces can be 

primarily characterized by the resonance (natural) frequency, and the rate at which response 

oscillations decay in the absence of forcing (a.k.a. damping). The conventional model for a 

vibrating system is a single degree-of-freedom (SDOF / 1DOF) spring-mass-damper lumped 

parameter model. The most conventional device configuration for vibration energy harvesting 

is a cantilever beam with a tip-mass subject to base excitation; a piezoelectric system is shown 
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in Figure 4.2. The general equation of motion for a 1DOF uncoupled energy harvesting system 

is as follows: 

 

                  (1) 

where x = u - z is the displacement of the mass relative to the base. Here the parameters 

(M, C, K) are “lumped” into their equivalent effective magnitudes that contribute to the 

response dynamics. Equation 4-1 can be rewritten in terms of the damping constant (ζ) and 

natural frequency (ωn), where the damping constant is defined as the ratio of the system 

damping (C) to the critical damping (Cc): 

 

    
 

  
 

 

    
 (2) 

 

and the natural frequency is proportional to the ratio of the stiffness to mass:  

 

      
 

 
 (3) 

which results in the equation of motion as a function of the characteristic response 

parameters: 

 

 

             
        (4) 
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In terms of vibration energy harvester design, the left-hand side of Equation 4-2c 

describes the system response to an applied acceleration    , the parameters of which can be 

tailored to achieve maximal energy output for energy capture. Most types of vibration 

excitations studied are either harmonic (determinate) or stochastic (random). In either case, the 

goal of energy harvesting device design is to achieve resonance, the scenario in which the 

excitation frequency matches the system natural frequency. The result of this scenario is a 

phenomenon in which the response amplitude can far exceed the input excitation amplitude. 

For the purposes of vibration energy harvesting, this effect leads to increased energy 

generation, which ultimately allows for a higher amount of electrical energy for sensing, 

computation, telemetry, etc.  

Depending on the transduction method, either piezoelectric (PZT) or electromagnetic 

induction (EMI), the manner in which the mechanical energy harvester couples to the electrical 

circuit changes as a result of the transduction physics, as shown in Figure 3. As such, equivalent 

circuit models for piezoelectric and electromagnetic energy harvesting schemes have been 

developed to study the coupled vibration energy harvesting problem, and gain more detailed 

knowledge on the interaction between the two domains. 

 

 

Figure 3. 1DOF lumped-parameter coupled energy harvester with equivalent circuit models for PZT and 

EMI transduction methods 
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An important observation on the electromechanical modeling of an energy harvester is 

that the equation of motion for a device where piezoelectric transducers are used for energy 

harvesting requires an additional equation to account for the coupling effects, whereas for EMI 

energy harvesting, the coupling effects can be added to the system damping factor. In more 

recent years, researchers have pushed to improve vibration energy harvesters by developing 

methods to capture broadband excitation energy. This report will detail the methods used in a 

categorical manner by classifying each method based on the design approach. 

 

1.2.3. Electrochemical Energy Transduction 

For underwater sensor network applications, the most well-suited energy harvesting 

techniques fall under the category of electrochemical energy harvesting. These methods 

generate electrical current from redox reactions that occur naturally as a result of corrosion 

processes, or organic processes, for example. The fundamental currency of redox reactions is an 

electron, in that for every single reaction between electrodes (anodes and cathodes) there is a 

transfer of at least one electron. The two electrochemical energy harvesting techniques 

presented in this section are seawater batteries (SWBs), and sediment microbial fuel cells 

(SMFCs). While these techniques share a common chemical process that governs their 

operation, there are performance characteristics that define them apart from one another.  

Electrochemistry is commonly defined as the controlled flow of electrons between two 

reacting species in a conductive media (electrolyte). This process is chemically defined by 

redox reactions, in which electrons are removed (oxidized) from one material (anode), and 

accumulated (reduced) at another (cathode). In order to generate electrical power from this type 

of reaction, the two reactions must be isolated from one another to avoid chemical equilibrium. 

The flow of electrons between the two electrodes must then occur via a conductive material, at 
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which point work can be done (i.e. powering a wireless sensor node). It is conventional to 

represent the redox reaction as two half-reactions, one for the anode and one for the cathode, in 

order to show the transfer of electrons more clearly, as the complete reaction is charge neutral. 

A general expression of the anode half-reaction for a redox process can be represented as: 

 

 

                     (5) 

 

The advantages of the electrochemical energy harvesting methods presented here are 

that they have a relatively long life-span, require little to no maintenance, and can operate in 

most underwater environments. Central to the chemical reactions detailed in this section is the 

abundant presence of oxygen (O2), which serves as a catalyst for the reduction reaction. The 

amount of dissolved oxygen available for use in seafloor systems applications decreases 

drastically in conjunction with depth, and has large variation across the global latitude scale. 

This scenario largely affects the fuel cell design in that, typically, a large cathode surface area is 

required. However, with a volumetric increase in fuel cell size, an equivalent decrease in power 

density occurs. 

Seawater batteries are a form of electrochemical energy harvesters that generate 

electrical power from the process of corrosion. They are aptly named because of the manner in 

which they function, whereby the device operates on the same chemical process principles that 

define conventional alkaline battery operation with the electrolyte being seawater. Several 

environmental parameters affect the operation of seawater batteries, such as water temperature, 

flow rate, electrode material selection, electrolyte acidity, anode to cathode surface area ratio, 

and electrode spacing.  
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The chemical process that defines a seawater battery is referred to as galvanic 

corrosion. Galvanic corrosion is a special type of electrochemical reaction in which two 

dissimilar metals are immersed in a common electrolyte and undergo a redox reaction. From an 

electronics perspective, the parameters (voltage and current) that define a seawater battery are 

primarily the selected electrode materials based on the Galvanic series, and the equivalent 

series resistance between the two electrodes. The voltage of a corroding metal is defined as the 

electrical potential of its half reaction, and is defined relative to a reference electrode, such as 

saturated calomel or hydrogen. The overall seawater battery voltage is the sum of the individual 

electrode voltages for a given electrolyte. As a result of the Galvanic series, many seawater 

battery designs utilize magnesium (Mg) as the anode, and either carbon/graphite (C) or 

aluminum (Al) as the cathode.  

An important aspect to consider in the function of these devices is the removal of 

reaction by-products that can adversely affect the output power, as well as having access to a 

fresh supply of oxygen to drive the corrosion reaction. These criteria can be accommodated in 

underwater, or water surface, applications with sufficient flow rates such that the shear force of 

the water removes the magnesium hydroxide from the surface of the magnesium anode. It 

should be noted that seawater is not a source that is abundant with oxygen, which, in cases of 

underwater sensor nodes, requires the carbon cathode to have a large surface area. This 

observation is more prevalent in the context of the chemical reactions, as will be explained 

below. Equation 6 below shows the half reaction for the magnesium anode in the presence of a 

corrosive electrolyte. 

 

 

              (6) 
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Here, the magnesium releases two of its valence shell electrons, which then traverse 

through the external conductive path (circuit) to the cathode. Assuming there are no metallic 

ions present in the electrolyte, the electrolyte is either neutral or basic, and oxygen is present, 

then the reduction reaction consists of oxygen and water molecules combining to form hydroxyl 

ions [9], as shown below in equation 7. 

 

 

                   (7) 

 

This is most commonly the case with carbon-anode seawater batteries, as the carbon is 

noble to the point of being chemically inert in this reaction. In this capacity, it is highly useful 

for accumulating oxygen at its surface, and for its highly conductive properties. The secondary 

reactions result in an insoluble precipitate on the magnesium surface, and a calcareous deposit 

on the cathode surface, as shown in equations 8a and 8b. 

 

 

 

                    

            
                    

(8a) 

(8b) 

 

For both secondary reactions, the resulting effect reduces the active surface area of the 

electrodes, which adversely affects the battery performance [10]–[12].  

Another novel approach to electrochemical energy harvesting comes from exploiting 

redox reactions from organic microbial activity found in sediment. The energy harvester design 
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uses conductive inert materials, such as carbon/graphite, or stainless steel, to accumulate 

microbes in sediment (anode) and reduce oxygen in water (cathode). As opposed to seawater 

batteries, SMFCs do not require a salt water electrolyte for operation. Typically, organic 

microbes present in the sediment are oxidized at the sediment-electrode interface. The set of 

reactions that take place produce both protons, either via ionized hydrogen sulfide or organic 

carbon, and electrons. The oxidation half-reaction at the anode are shown below in equations 9a 

and 9b. 

 

 

 

                                     

              

(9a) 

(9b) 

 

As with the seawater batteries, the electrons are transferred from the anode to the 

cathode through an external conductive wire. The cathode reaction is once again a reduction of 

oxygen to form hydroxyl ions or water, depending on the sediment composition. The reduction 

half-reaction expressions are shown below in equations 10a and 10b [13]–[15].  

 

 

 

                 

                 

(10a) 

(10b) 

 

A unique aspect of SMFCs is that the lifetime of their power generation is relatively 

unbounded due to the fact that natural sedimentation processes continually renew the organic 

microbes present at the anode surface. Furthermore, since the electrodes are typically 
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comprised of chemically inert materials, their operational lifetime is not a system limitation. 

The main limitations with SMFCs deal with their low power generation, mostly resulting from 

low output voltage [16]. As we will show in Chapter 3 of this dissertation, low power 

generation is not prohibitive in developing remote sensing systems as it is a fairly ubiquitous 

feature amongst energy harvesting technologies, with many clever electronics solutions, such as 

power management systems, already existing. 

Another potentially limiting feature is the nonlinear scaling between power generation 

and electrode surface area. In essence, the power density of a SMFC is inversely proportional to 

the electrode size, rendering large scale harvesting systems cost ineffective. In regards to 

remote sensing systems, this nonlinear scaling is not too much of an issue. In reality, the 

nonlinear scaling merely eliminates the SMFC technique from acting as a grid-scale power 

generation tool. 

 

1.2.4. Thermoelectric Energy Transduction 

A thermoelectric energy generator (TEG) is a device that produces electrical energy 

from thermal gradients. These devices are often deployed in situations where large differences 

in heat occur over a short distance, or at a material interface such as soil and water, air and 

water, etc. The governing process that defines the operation of a thermoelectric generator is 

described the by the Seebeck effect in which electrical current is generated when the junction of 

two dissimilar metals are subject to a temperature gradient. Using this principle, numerous p-

type and n-type junctions are connected electrically in series and thermally in parallel to 

construct a TEG. The series connection of the electrical network is used to generate a higher 

output voltage, whereas the parallel thermal connection is required to expose the elements to 

the same temperature gradient. Thus, when an electrical current is applied to the TEG a thermal 
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gradient is generated, allowing the device to function as a small solid-state heat pump. The 

inverse operation is also possible, in which a thermal gradient is applied to the device to 

generate an electrical current that can be utilized to power other electronics. When a thermal 

gradient is applied across the n-type and p-type thermocouples, charge carrying electrons and 

holes move in opposite directions polarizing the opposite ends of the module.  

The conventional metric for evaluating the performance of a TEG is the figure of merit 

(ZT), which determines the maximum efficiency of a TEG module as a function of thermal 

gradient (Th - Tc), thermal conductivity (λ), electrical conductivity (σ), and the Seebeck 

coefficient (S) which describes the properties of a thermoelectric material where electrons carry 

both electricity and heat. The equation that relates the terms listed is shown below in equation 

11: 

 

 

     
   

 
 
     

 
  (11) 

 

The figure of merit for a TEG module is largely an average of the component materials’ 

figure of merit (zT) values. Silva et al. [17] performed as study on thin-film thermoelectric 

modules, and charted the progress made by researchers looking to improve the figure of merit, 

as shown below in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Progress in improving TEG figure of merit 

Overall, the efficiency of a thermoelectric device is expressed as a function of the 

figure of merit, and is scaled by the Carnot thermodynamic efficiency (the same scaling 

efficiency that limits photovoltaic cells) [18]. The expression for the efficiency of a 

thermoelectric device is as follows in equation 12: 

 

 

    
  

  
 
       

      
  

  

  (12) 

 

The TEG is a mature technology and a reliable energy converter with no moving parts 

compared to vibration-based harvesters. The TEG has been actively studied for the last three 

decades and the literature in this area is extensive. One of the drawbacks of this technology is 

low efficiency (<8%) if there is a small temperature gradient present. Further, the fabrication 

cost is high, and the volume and weight are still too large for micro-scale sensing systems. 
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1.2.5. Radio Frequency Energy Transduction 

Another way of supplying power to sensor networks is that of wireless energy 

transmission. This field of research experienced rapid growth in the early 1990s with the advent 

of RFID applications.  In this case, power is generated elsewhere and transmitted to a sensor 

node by some form of electromagnetic wave or RF radiation. The frequency range of primary 

interest in RF energy harvesting applications exists within the ISM band of 900 MHz – 5.8GHz. 

Previous studies showed that electronics can be used to efficiently capture ambient radiation 

sources and convert them to useful electricity. In general, an RF energy harvesting-enabled 

sensor node can be characterized by three parameters, shown pictorially in Figure 5:  

1. RF source: ambient or controlled, and power density from source 

2. RF propagation channel: free space, indoors, and line-of-sight 

3. Rectenna: antenna resonant frequency, rectifier efficiency, DC-DC converter 

efficiency, and impedance matching 

4.  

 

Figure 5. Generic RF energy harvesting paradigm 
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In this section, we will define ambient RF as having emanated from a singular (or in 

some cases multiple) omnidirectional transmitter, whereas a focused, or controlled, RF source 

is often from a directional transmitter (i.e. a Yagi antenna). In a recent paper for the 

Proceedings of IEEE, Visser and Vullers [19] defined the accumulation of energy from an 

ambient RF source as “RF energy harvesting”, whereas extracting energy from a dedicated 

source is referred to as “RF energy transport”. The distinction between the two methods has a 

direct effect on the sensor node energy capture and conditioning electronics, such as the area of 

the RF energy harvesting antenna. For applications of ambient energy harvesting, the primary 

RF energy sources are cellular phone communication base stations (GSM900, LTE, etc.), and 

Wifi routers. These sources are ubiquitous in an urban environment, and, due to their operating 

frequencies, allow for receiver antennas on the order of 10-50 cm
2
. A study of the power 

density supplied by GSM base stations across Europe was performed by Visser et al. [20], and 

they found the mean power density measured at a range of 25 – 100 m to be between 0.01 and 

1.0 mW/m
2
. Based on the results, they concluded that ambient RF energy harvesting is 

insufficient for powering sensing applications which require smaller form factors.  

For situations where size limitations govern the sensor node design, RF energy 

transport methods are the preferred method for delivering wireless energy over short distances. 

Since this method requires a dedicated RF transmitter antenna, the choice of transmission 

frequency is an important factor. Other factors to contend with are the limitations on 

transmission power and exposure time set by regulatory commissions, such as the FCC and the 

International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [21]. Visser and 

Vullers summarized the frequency band allocations and transmit power restrictions for RF 

energy transport systems, using the following table. 
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Once an electromagnetic wave is transmitted, the amount of electrical power received 

at the sensor node is determined in large part by the propagation channel. A well-known 

expression for the received power through free-space transmission is described by the Friis 

transmission equation: 

 

 

 
  
  

      
 

   
 
 

 (13) 

 

where, PR is the received power, PT is the transmitted power, GT is the transmitter gain, 

GR is the receiver gain, λ is the transmission wavelength, and r is the separation distance 

between the two antennas. A common representation for describing the effect of the 

propagation channel is by expressing the power attenuated by the transmission path (i.e. the 

path loss). A general expression for the path loss is provided by Visser and Vullers [19], and is 

shown below in Equation 14: 

 

 

              
    
 

         
 

  
  (14) 

 

where, ro is a reference distance, and n is a constant value pertaining to the propagation 

channel. The values for n are most typically within the range of 2 for indoor environments 

without line-of-sight corruption. In essence, the amount of energy available for use by the 

sensor node is highly influenced by environmental parameters, antenna design and spacing, and 

transmission signal characteristics. 
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When considering the RF energy harvesting paradigm as an energy conversion system, 

such as in Figure 8.1, further losses to the power available to the sensor node are incurred 

within the rectenna. As stated before, a rectenna is conventionally comprised of three main 

components: an antenna, a rectifier, and a DC-DC converter. Special care is given to each 

component in order to ensure optimal operational efficiency so as to maximize the amount of 

energy available for the sensor node and or to recharge a battery. Parasitic losses due to 

imperfect RF to DC conversion efficiency in the rectifier, as well as an impedance mismatch 

between the rectifier and DC-DC converter are an inevitable characteristic of the system.  

Starting with the antenna, it is important to first determine the space available for the 

intended application, as this will inevitably place restrictions on the antenna geometry. Next, 

the optimal geometry must be chosen, in particular, one with enough features that can allow for 

tuning the input impedance at the operating resonant frequency. The antenna characteristics 

must then be approximated either by means of an analytical or numerical model, or by 

commercial software simulation. Once the antenna design is verified to operate in an acceptable 

manner, with minimal losses, the rectifying circuit and DC-DC converter are then designed, 

with careful consideration given to matching the input and output impedances between each 

stage – the details of these procedures will be covered in Part III. With regards to the rectifying 

circuit for RF energy harvesting applications, the component that has the greatest effect on the 

impedance is the diode, which most commonly is a Schottky diode.  

In the next section, a cursory review of power conditioning and management 

electronics is presented, with special regards to applications in energy harvesting and wireless 

sensor network topologies. 
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1.3. Power Conditioning Electronics 

As shown in the energy harvesting paradigm depicted in Figure 1, each energy 

transduction method produces a unique electrical signal in terms of voltage and current. In 

order to develop a robust autonomously-powered sensor system, it is imperative that the 

designer implements a power conditioning and management strategy to account for the needs of 

the sensing and telemetry electronics under environmental and operational variations.  

The majority of energy harvesting transduction methods generate a DC signal; 

however, in the cases of vibration and RF energy harvesting, an AC-DC converter will be 

required. While there have been several research initiatives focused on the optimal method AC-

DC conversion, the most conventional approach is to use a full-wave diode bridge with a filter 

capacitor. The resulting DC signal now must be assessed under a variety of operational 

scenarios to determine if the output power is sufficient to directly supply the sensing and 

telemetry electronics.  

For the majority of energy transduction technologies, an energy buffer is required to 

store and release the captured energy in such a way that the sensor node microcontroller (MCU) 

and transmission radio can operate. Energy buffers typically consist of either an electrolytic 

supercapacitor (low energy density, high rate of charge/discharge), or rechargeable batteries 

(high energy density, low rate of charge/discharge). For the buffering approach to work, an 

isolation switch is required to prevent the sensing telemetry from continuously discharging the 

stored energy.  

The primary goal of the power conditioning and management circuitry is to provide the 

sensing telemetry with a regulated supply of power for reliable operation. For CMOS integrated 

circuits, this regulated supply voltage is typically within the range of 2.2 – 3.6 VDC. As such, 

given the mostly non-stationary nature of ambient energy capture, a DC-DC converter is 
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recommended for dynamically regulating the supply voltage to specific levels set for the 

electrical load (sensing telemetry). There are various forms of DC-DC converters that serve 

multiple operational functions with varying degrees of conversion efficiency; however, most 

commercial off-the-shelf CMOS integrated circuit (IC) converters can operate at efficiency 

levels above 90%. Furthermore, with built-in error amplifiers and feedback current sensing, 

these ICs are able to provide a closed-loop output voltage regulated supply to an electric load 

for a wide range of dynamic input voltages.  

A natural consequence of the periodic nature of ambient energy capture are the 

potential phase issues with the measurement acquisition and transmission schedule. A parasitic 

and dynamic power management strategy is essential to account for operational variability 

inherent to autonomous system design. These systems often consist of an independent low-

power MCU that is programmed to track and manage the operational states of a sensor node 

(active mode, and idle mode) in order to minimize total energy consumption. In most cases, 

power management ICs feature an algorithm designed to sample sensor node cycles, power 

consumption, and energy generation and storage levels to optimize usage. In essence, the 

function of power management circuitry is to intelligently control the flow of energy and to 

store any excess energy generation (e.g. trickle-charging a rechargeable battery) for use in 

scenarios where the ambient energy is not present for consumption.  

The following section in Chapter 1 provides information on various sensor network 

paradigms with regards to their operational environment, and motivation for implementing 

energy harvesting strategies for providing autonomous power to persistent surveillance systems. 
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1.4. Sensing and Communications Telemetry 

In the realm of information collection and sharing, there are two common types of 

sensor network paradigms: wired and wireless. Since the energy harvesting schemes presented 

in this dissertation are developed for the application of remote sensing operations, the focus of 

this section will be on wireless sensor network (WSN) paradigms, applications, and open 

research issues in the field. The manner in which sensor nodes are deployed, communicate, and 

how long they operate (assuming their power supply is a battery) depends on their 

environmental deployment. For simplicity, WSNs in this report will be defined into three 

categories of sensor operation: terrestrial (ground) sensors, floating sensors, and underwater 

sensors. Wireless sensor networks have been demonstrated to be useful for a variety of 

applications in scenarios like target tracking (military) and surveillance, hazardous environment 

exploration, seismic sensing, and structural health monitoring [22]–[27]. A graphical 

representation of sensor network applications reported in the literature has been provided by 

Yick et al. [28], and is shown below in Figure 6. In essence, a wireless sensor network is 

implemented to perform two types of tasks: monitoring and/or tracking. The information 

presented in this section is intended to serve as a high-level overview of WSN topologies, 

applications, and known issues. For a more detailed survey of WSN research, refer to Yick et 

al. [28], as well as several more recent surveys [29]–[33]. 
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Figure 6. An overview of sensor network applications 

It is important to note that there are other forms of WSNs reported in the literature, 

such as underground sensor networks, and mobile sensor networks. Attention to specific 

research applications of these network types will be highlighted based on the unique monitoring 

approaches taken.  

A wireless sensor network is typically a collection of sensor nodes, ranging from tens 

to thousands, working in concert to obtain environmental data over a defined region. In this 

manner, there are two types of WSNs: unstructured and structured. An unstructured WSN 

contains a dense array of sensor nodes deployed in an ad hoc manner, whereas a structured 

WSN places sensor nodes in a uniform, grid-like manner, thus requiring fewer nodes to cover a 

defined region. Wireless sensor networks are limited by numerous design and resource 

constraints, such as finite power supply (energy harvesting is a potential solution here), short 

communication range, and limited data storage and processing. Design constraints are 
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dependent on the environment in which the WSN is deployed, network size, deployment 

scheme (structured or unstructured), and communication protocol / network topology. A major 

concern in the design process of a WSN is the sensitivity of wireless communications to 

physical obstructions, which can further reduce the communication range between nodes, or 

completely block all data transmission. 

For ground-based (terrestrial) WSNs, the ability to communicate in a dense 

environment is essential. Energy conservation can be achieved at the individual node level by 

implementing a multi-hop data routing scheme, reducing the communication range, optimizing 

data transmission in terms of unique information packets and message frequency, and using low 

duty-cycle operations. Werner-Allen et al. [34] deployed a terrestrial WSN for monitoring a 

volcano in Ecuador using seismic and infrasonic sensors. In their study, they found the weak-

link in the system was the finite battery life; the issue being the need for continuous sensor node 

operation to monitor seismic events that normally preempts a volcanic eruption.   

Underwater sensor networks require a different communication protocol, as well as 

routing scheme, and, as such, underwater sensors are more expensive and fewer in number [35], 

[36]. The typical configuration consists of an autonomous underwater vehicle that interrogates 

data from fixed sensor nodes. A unique aspect of underwater sensor networks is that they 

communicate wirelessly via acoustic transmission. This communication protocol exhibits low 

bandwidth, significant propagation delay, high signal attenuation, and requires more power than 

radio communication. Furthermore, the ocean environment is particularly harsh on commercial 

electronic devices. This unavoidable consequence means that underwater sensor networks must 

be self-configurable in order to adapt to scenarios where a node (or several nodes) fail. Mijarez 

et al. [37] developed an underwater sensor network for flood detection monitoring in hollow 

sub-sea structural members on off-shore oil rigs. Their paper investigated the use of underwater 
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acoustic transmission, as well as ultrasonic guided wave transmission (using the steel structure 

to transmit sensor data) to transmit sensor data to an above-water base station. Despite a low 

signal-to-noise ratio for both communication approaches, the system was demonstrated to work 

effectively for the desired monitoring need.  

Floating sensor networks, while also having to operate in harsh environments, have the 

benefit of using radio communication protocols for data transmission. The floating sensor nodes 

are mostly placed in a structured grid in order to allow for energy-conserving communication 

algorithms to be used. Floating sensors are most commonly mounted to a buoy, and are used for 

weather monitoring, surface wave monitoring, ship navigation, and various military 

applications like remote sonar [38]–[40].  

A novel wireless sensor network that is designed for post-disaster assessment of civil 

infrastructure was proposed by Mascareñas et al. [41], whereby a roving mobile host would 

deliver microwave energy to passive displacement sensors on a bridge to wirelessly interrogate 

the sensor node. A diagram of the system is shown below in Figure 7 
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Figure 7. Diagram of roving mobile host sensor network paradigm 

A significant effort was put forth in this system to develop a passive sensor node 

(THINNER) that could collect data in the absence of electrical power. This was accomplished 

with the use of a capacitance-to-digital converter in concert with an ATmega128L 

microcontroller. The mobile host used was a commercially available radio-controlled helicopter 

equipped with a 2.5GHz, 14.5dBi Yagi antenna for wireless energy delivery. The host would be 

piloted to close proximity of a patch antenna connected to the THINNER sensor node, and 

would commence wireless energy delivery. Once enough energy was collected on a charge 

capacitor on the THINNER sensor node, the ATmega controller would wake up and transmit 

the stored displacement data back to the mobile host via a ZigBee radio. Experimental field 
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tests successfully demonstrated the ability of the system to deliver energy and receive a return 

packet of information, even if the total charge time was prolonged due to flight control issues. 

Embedded system design is characterized by a tradeoff between a need for good 

performance and low power consumption. Proliferation of wireless sensing devices has stressed 

even more the need for energy minimization as battery capacity has improved very slowly (by a 

factor of 2 to 4 over the last 30 years), while computational demands have drastically increased 

over the same time frame, as shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8. Battery capacity vs. processor performance 

 

Since the introduction of wireless computing, the demands on battery lifetime have 

grown even more. In fact, in most of today’s embedded sensing devices, the wireless 

connectivity consumes a large fraction of the overall energy consumption. Figure 9 shows a 

power consumption breakdown for a small sensor node (top of the figure) and a larger 
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embedded device based on a Strong ARM processor (200 MHz) coupled with a wireless local 

area network (WLAN) for communication. On small sensor nodes, as much as 90% of the 

overall system power consumption can go to wireless communication, while on the larger 

devices, such as the one shown at the bottom of Figure 9, the wireless takes approximately 50% 

of the overall power budget. In both cases, the second most power-hungry device is the 

processor. Therefore, in order to achieve long battery lifetimes, optimization of both computing 

and communication energy consumption is critically important. 

 

 

Figure 9. Power consumption of two different embedded system designs 

 

Better low-power circuit design techniques have helped to lower the power 

consumption. On the other hand, managing power dissipation at higher levels can considerably 

decrease energy requirements and thus increase battery lifetime and lower packaging and 
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cooling costs. Two different approaches for lowering the power consumption at the system 

level have been proposed: dynamic voltage scaling, primarily targeted at the processing 

elements, and dynamic power management, which can be applied to all system components. 

A portion of this chapter is to be submitted as a technical report for Los Alamos 

National Laboratory, Scott Ouellette, Charles Farrar, and Michael Todd, 2015. The title of this 

report is “Energy Harvesting for Autonomous Sensor Networks.”  The dissertation author was 

the primary investigator and author of this paper. 
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Table 3. List of remote sensors and power requirements.  

Category Applications Types of sensors Parameter measured 

Power 

requirements 

(mW) 

Underwater 

sensors [15], [36], 

[37], [42]–[48] 

Habitat monitoring Ultrasonic, pressure, 

vibration, acoustic, 

infrared 

Tracking numbers, 

distribution 

6000, 10 

Monitor equipment 

and structure 

 

Ultrasonic and 

piezoelectric 

Cracks in structure -- 

Military surveillance 

 

Acoustic vibration Intruder 28 

Environmental 

applications 

Electrochemical, 

thermocouple, 

oxygen, conductivity, 

fluorescence, seismic 

Trace chemicals, 

pH, salinity, 

temperature, 

pressure, 

conductivity, 

oxygen, 

fluorescence, 

phosphate, turbidity 

50—450 

Ground sensors      

[27], [34], [49]–

[56] 

Weather monitoring Thermocouple, 

thermistors, 

electrochemical, 

electromechanical 

Temperature, 

pressure, humidity, 

radiation 

1—50 

Military surveillance Infrared, 

magnetometer, 

acoustic, vibration 

Intruder 420—6000 

 

 

Volcano monitoring Seismic, acoustic and 

infrasonic 

Seismic wave 10,000 

 

Habitat monitoring  Infrared, 

thermocouple,  

barometric, 

ultrasonic, capacitive, 

photo-resistance, 

vibration, acoustic 

Occupancy, 

intruder, 

temperature, 

pressure, humidity, 

sound 

1—6000 

Environmental 

applications 

Electrochemical, 

thermocouple 

Trace chemicals, 

temperature 

0.01, 0.025 

 

Agricultural 

monitoring 

Thermocouple, 

electrochemical, 

actuator 

Temperature, soil 

moisture content, 

pH, conductivity 

0.01—50 

 

 

Floating sensors    

[40], [57]–[60] 

Weather monitoring 

(weather buoy) 

Anemometer, rain 

gauge, thermocouple,  

electrochemical, 

electromechanical, 

barometric, optical 

Temperature, 

pressure, humidity, 

rain, salinity, wind 

speed 

50 

Environmental 

applications 

Electrochemical, 

meteorological, 

oceanographic, 

acoustical 

 

Trace chemicals, 

color, ocean 

processes 

5.4—85,000 

Underwater 

surveillance 

Acoustic, magnetic, 

radiation 

Intruder, ocean 

processes 

5.4—85,000 
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Chapter 2  

Corrosion-based Energy Harvesting 

2.1. Introduction to Electrochemistry and Galvanic Corrosion 

In 2002, corrosion damage to the U.S. industry had an estimated annual cost of $137.9 

billion, with the U.S. infrastructure cost being 16.4% ($22.6 billion). Further analysis shows 

that, of the five categories of infrastructure studied, highway bridges account for 37% ($8.3 

billion) of the estimated annual cost, while waterways and ports are roughly 1% ($300 million) 

[61]. 

Currently, U.S. highway bridges, dams, waterways, and ports are routinely inspected 

using mostly the visual inspection (VI) technique [62], [63]. However, the VI technique fails to 

provide sufficient information on incipient corrosion damage to reinforcing steel, and, as such, 

there have been developments towards embedded sensing of reinforcing steel rebar corrosion 

by proactively interrogating for regions of chloride concentration [64], [65]. Since corrosion is 

an electrochemical process, there are methods to exploit the potential difference relative to a 

reference cell (e.g. copper – copper sulfate) as a means of detection [66]. This method assumes 
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the system impedance to have a fundamental frequency dependence that is revealed via Nyquist 

plot when excited with a chirp signal.  

For most active sensing systems employed in structural health monitoring applications, 

the conventional power supply is a battery (e.g. NiCd, NiMH, etc.). However, all conventional 

battery designs have a finite power capacity, and most embedded sensing applications render 

battery replacement in the deployed state prohibitively difficult [67]. Furthermore, there exists a 

trade-off between power demands and damage feature detection and localization when 

considering active versus passive sensing of corrosion in infrastructure health monitoring. One 

possible solution to this problem is to utilize the failure mechanism (corrosion) as the source of 

power for deploying a sensing strategy. 

Corrosion has, on several occasions, been shown to be a viable source of energy for 

powering sensing and control systems [10]–[12]. Previous initiatives employing magnesium 

anodes oxidized in seawater, for a Galvanic series corrosion process, have shown to be suitable 

for powering deep-sea systems, such as oil wells [68], and geophysical observation devices [47] 

for long-term operations. Though operating deep beneath the water surface reduces the 

potential for bio-fouling, it also reduces the concentration of oxygen available for the reduction 

reaction – requiring the battery design to have an open structure to ensure the unabated access 

to fresh seawater. Serially connected multi-cell designs are prone to current leakage between 

electrodes, resulting in inter-cell corrosion, housing corrosion, and eventually battery failure. 

Due to the power demands of the submerged devices (15-25 W) for operational periods 

spanning multiple years. As such, a DC-DC converter, and, sometimes, a secondary battery are 

required for the single cell design. Other researchers have used the corrosion of reinforcing 

steel in concrete structures as the working electrode for powering custom corrosion sensors 

embedded in the concrete slab [69]–[71].   
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Figure 10. Galvanic series chart for various transition metals 

 

This chapter details the use of cement to limit, in a passive manner, the amount of 

consumable oxygen for shallow-depth, low-power generation applications in monitoring marine 

infrastructure subject to corrosive attack. The following sections will describe in detail the 
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design and corrosion chemistry of the Galvanic series cement seawater battery (C-SWB). Two 

battery specimens were fabricated and placed in a seawater bath for a period of two weeks. For 

the duration of the experiment, the specimens were tested continuously to observe the evolution 

of the power output. An equivalent circuit model of the cement seawater battery is verified and 

used in the design of the power condition circuit in Chapter 3.  

The concept for the cement battery was inspired by the need to monitor the health of 

reinforced concrete marine structures (e.g. bridges, piers, ports, etc.), in which one of the main 

damage modes of marine structures is due to the corrosion of steel. Steel corrosion is the 

process in which iron atoms are purged from the material surface by an electrochemical 

reaction, and subsequently dissolved into the surrounding electrolyte solution. In the case of 

reinforcing steel in concrete, the corrosion process only occurs at instances where pores meet 

the steel surface. The chemical reaction requires the transfer of electrons from the anode site 

(where the steel is losing mass) to the cathode site. These reactions occur simultaneously and 

are referred to as a redox reaction. Steel molecules at the anode site are oxidized (loses 

electrons) by the solution, and another location on the surface is reduced (cathode site). The 

corrosion process itself is electrochemical, and therefore can be exploited for electrical energy, 

as there is a transfer of electrons (current) as well as an activation voltage (i.e., the 

electromotive force). 

 

2.2. Design of Cement Sea-Water Battery 

The following sections will detail the various design considerations for the C-SWB 

energy harvester. Of particular significance in regards to the harvester design are the chemical 
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process model, equivalent electrical circuit model (which be used to estimate the output power 

that can be delivered to an electrical load), and the overall capacity and operational lifetime.   

 

2.2.1. Chemical Process Model 

The cement battery operates via Galvanic corrosion, in which two dissimilar metals are 

immersed in a common electrolyte and share electrical contact. In the case of the C-SWB 

experiments, the electrodes are connected by a known resistive load. The total electrochemical 

potential (i.e. battery voltage) of the energy harvester is the sum of the half-cell potentials of the 

anode and cathode [9]. A major advantage in using the Galvanic series corrosion scheme is the 

cathodic protection of the more noble metal, which is carbon in this case. This model could 

prove to be useful in the corrosion defense of reinforced concrete structures by creating a 

Galvanic series battery using magnesium as a sacrificial anode with the reinforcing steel 

serving as the cathode. By using magnesium as a sacrificial anode, it is possible to design an 

energy harvester that both protects a significant bearing structural element from corrosive 

attack, and still provides sufficient power for a wireless sensor node. 
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Figure 11. Diagram of C-SWB design, and the equivalent circuit models used to describe the 

ionic charge transfer. 

 

Due to their high relative electrical potential, the electrodes selected for the cement 

battery are magnesium (Mg) and carbon (C). Based on the Galvanic series for corroding metals, 

the expected output voltage for the energy harvester is approximately 1.8 V. The magnesium 
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samples used in this study are from a generic water heater unit since it was easier to procure, in 

the correct shape (cylinder), and of affordable cost. However, the specific properties of the 

samples were not listed by the manufacturer, and, based on the experimental results, we have 

concluded that the sample was not pure magnesium. For the purposes of this study, the 

equivalent circuit model and power conditioning circuitry are intended to be robust to minor 

parameter variations such as material purity/homogenity. 

Under uniform corrosive attack in an aqueous solution, the chemical process is 

described by equations 15a and b below. 

 

 

                (15a) 

                      (15b) 

 

Since there are no carbon ions in the electrolyte to be reduced to carbon atoms for a 

cathode reaction, oxygen and water molecules will react to form hydroxyl ions [9]. This 

reaction occurs because the pH of seawater ranges from basic to neutral depending on local 

environmental conditions [72]. Charge neutrality will impose on equation 15a that two 

magnesium atoms will be oxidized on the surface for each reduced oxide (O2) molecule. 

There are additional aspects of the chemical process of this battery unique to the design 

implementation of the cement cover. As a result of the porous structure of the cement, the 

magnesium anode will start to exhibit pitting corrosion at the local metallic surface sites where 

a cement pore is filled with seawater. This compositional heterogeneity results in a local 

increase in the corrosion rate of the anode. The oxidation reaction that takes place is the same 

as indicated in equation 15a; however, the increased concentration of metal ions requires a 
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proportional increase in chloride ions to sustain charge neutrality in the pit. Furthermore, a 

highly acidic by-product of the charge neutrality condition causes a proportional increase in the 

rate of local corrosion. Thus, the entire chemical reaction would become autocatalytic if not for 

the limited rate of oxygen diffusion to the pitting site. The pitting reaction is shown below in 

equation (16). 

 

 

                               (16) 

 

The by-product of the corrosion process for the C-SWB is an insoluble magnesium-

oxide. Consequently, this battery design suffers from a similar issue with reinforced concrete in 

that the resulting deposits generate expansive stresses on the cement cover, which, if left 

unabated, can result in cracking. An appropriate solution to this problem would come from the 

implementation of a local solvent to dissolve the magnesium-oxide precipitate. 

 

2.2.2. Equivalent Circuit Model 

When implementing an energy harvesting scheme, it is often useful to develop an 

equivalent circuit model to approximate the electrical characteristics of the energy harvester.  A 

common low-order circuit model is one which has an ideal voltage source and a series resistor. 

This type of model is known as Thevenin’s equivalent circuit, and it is derived from his 

theorem which states that any two-terminal network of voltage sources and resistors is 

equivalent to a single resistor (RTH) in series with a single voltage source (VTH). This section 

will apply the Thevenin model to the C-SWB energy harvester as a power supply (i.e. a source 
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of voltage and current), and use this basis for the power electronics and control circuit design 

detailed in Chapter 3.  

Determining the Thevenin equivalent source voltage (VTH = VS) and series resistance 

(RTH = RS) for an uncharacterized power supply can be accomplished in two steps. First, the 

Thevenin equivalent voltage is simply the open circuit voltage, which can easily be measured 

using a voltmeter. The conventional method for determining the Thevenin equivalent series 

resistance is to apply a variable resistive load in series with the two terminals (Figure 12a). This 

can be accomplished by using any two adjacent terminals in a potentiometer and measuring the 

voltage (Vload) across the potentiometer (load) for each resistor/resistance value. The equivalent 

series resistance can then be experimentally identified using Ohm’s Law, equation (17a), and 

the expression for electrical power, as shown in equation (17b). Using the measured resistive 

loads and their respective load voltage values, it is possible to generate the power versus 

resistance characteristic curve shown in Figure 12b. 

The circuit diagram in Figure 12a is commonly referred to as a voltage divider, and an 

expression for the voltage across the load resistor (Vload) is easily derived, and shown in 

equation (17c). Therefore, generating the characteristic power versus resistance curve can be 

accomplished analytically, and thus provides a basis for comparing experimental results to the 

Thevenin model (Figure 12b).  

 

 

                   (17a) 

 
                  

     
 

     
       

       
(17b) 

 
       

     
         

    
(17c) 
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a) b) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12.  a) Schematic setup for experimentally determining the source resistance of a 

Thevenin circuit, and b) the characteristic results. 

 

The peak power point for a Thevenin circuit occurs when the load resistance (or 

impedance, for AC sources) is equivalent to the source resistance; a scenario widely known as 

impedance matching. Plotting the open circuit voltage versus the short circuit current will 

verify Ohm’s law in which the slope of the line is the source resistance (RS), as shown in Figure 

12b. Additionally, plotting this data for experimental power supply platforms is a good measure 

of circuit linearity.  

With regard to the application presented in this chapter, Thévenin’s equivalent circuit is 

used to model the C-SWB. As shown in Figure 12a, the energy harvester is modeled as an ideal 

voltage supply with an ideal series resistor representing the resistivity of the cement barrier 

between the electrodes. It should be noted that more accurate circuit models for corrosion of 

reinforcing metals in concrete with seawater as the electrolyte exist [73], [74]. These models 

feature an additional series capacitor and resistor in parallel in order to approximate the surface 

resistance and capacitance to charge transfer. This section is mainly focused on the dominant 

 Rs 

Vs Vload Rload 
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resistive behavior of the cement as it pertains to the total output power characteristics as a DC 

source, and therefore will ignore the second-order effects of frequency dependence in the 

corrosion process [75]. 

The application of Ohm’s Law and the equation for electrical power can be used to 

determine the power (PL) supplied to a resistive load (RL):  

 

       
 

  
       

 
   (18) 

 

where, VS, and RS are the equivalent source voltage and resistance for the cement 

battery, respectively. The implications of equation (18) dictate that the maximum power 

extracted from the battery occurs when RS = RL, the condition for impedance matching. 

2.3. Experimental Setup and Results 

Two galvanic series C-SWB specimens were fabricated and tested over the course of 9 

days in a controlled sea-water bath at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO), as shown 

in Figure 13. The testing procedure was designed as a resistor sweep over 50 discrete resistance 

values in which the voltage across the load resistance was measured. Between each load 

resistance measurement trial, a baseline measurement of the open-circuit voltage of the C-SWB 

specimen was obtained. Each trial, in which the C-SWB was connected to a load resistance, 

lasted 30 s in duration. The NI PXI 1042Q (National Instruments) data acquisition (DAQ) 

controller would then switch the NI TB-2627 multiplexer (MUX) to connect the other specimen 

to perform the same test. As shown in Error! Reference source not found.a, there was a 
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programmed 15 s delay in between each trial, and an open-circuit voltage measurement trial 

lasting 30 s was performed. 

The resistor sweep was performed from low-to-high resistance for each specimen, and 

then from high-to-low resistance in the following test. This testing regimen occurred 

continuously for the duration of the 9 day experiment. The 50 discrete ceramic surface-mount 

resistors were placed on a custom designed and fabricated printed circuit board (PCB) 

developed to interface with the MUX. The resistance values spanned the range from 10-800 Ω, 

with the highest value density in the range of 100-250 Ω in order to observe the peak power for 

each specimen and test. Each ceramic resistor was connected to a specific channel on the MUX, 

and of the 50 resistors used, 9 suffered from connectivity issues. Additionally, for tests in which 

the resistance values were swept from high-to-low, an additional 8 channels suffered from 

cross-talk power corruption. The exact source of the cross-talk power is unknown; however, as 

seen in Figure 14b, this effect was quantified by running the DAQ tests with no external power 

connected to the resistor board. 

 

 

Figure 13. Experimental setup of C-SWB specimen, sea-water bath, and DAQ 
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(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 
 

Figure 14. (a) Voltage traces as stored on the DAQ detailing the testing protocol, (b) power 

contamination from DAQ on the high-to-low resistor board sweep tests 
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The acquired data from each test was stored as a .txt file with the title automatically 

generated by a timestamp, and each measurement trial initiated with an identification header. 

The sampling frequency of the DAQ was set to its lowest sample rate at 1000 Hz. Given the 

time-length of each measurement trial, the DAQ would acquire and store 30,000 sample points 

for each resistive load trial. In order to reduce the data size for processing results, a custom 

Matlab function (battDataConvert.m) was written to read each line of the .txt file and sort the 

 

 

Figure 15. (top) Electrical power measured across resistive load with Thévenin equivalent power 

estimate (in red), and non-stationary power output across a resistive load (bottom) 
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data (open-circuit measurements, and load voltage measurements) into a structure where 100 

evenly distributed points were recovered from the original 30,000 samples. A cursory 

inspection of the entire 30,000 sample points for a single test was examined to verify the 

decimation procedure; and though the data was non-stationary, it was not oscillatory, thus 

justifying the data reduction. Another Matlab  m-file was then written to use battDataConvert  

in a loop to convert all of .txt data into a single MAT file structure which was then saved as a 

local variable to reduce future data processing runs. 

Over the course of 9 days, over four-hundred thousand data points – 425,700 to be 

exact – from 129 tests were stored after the data decimation procedure. Overall, the data is 

stored as a 3-dimensional array (100x41x129) consisting of the sample points in each trial 

 

Figure 16. C-SWB parasitic resistance variability across all load resistance trials for each test specimen 
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(100), the number of uncorrupted load resistance trials (33), and the number of tests performed 

(129). The test data was sorted into specimen and sweep direction (high-to-low, and low-to-

high). 

 

 

      
         

     
        (19) 

 

 

Theoretically, there should be no difference in the results between sweep directions 

based on the equivalent circuit model; however the data will suggest otherwise. This is partially 

due to the power contamination from the DAQ, and partly due to the low order model applied 

to the C-SWB energy harvester which fails to capture the non-stationary capacitive effects of 

the corrosion process [73]. The power output from each C-SWB energy harvester specimen was 

calculated from the expression: 

 

 

                 
     
 

     
 (20) 

 

where Vload is the measured voltage on the DAQ for a known resistive load (Rload). Due 

to the non-stationarity of the output power across the load resistance, the task of characterizing 

the power output of the energy harvester requires a statistical approach. Therefore, for each 

load resistance trial, the max, min, and mean power were calculated. The same calculations 

were performed on each open-circuit voltage trial.   
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When plotting the measured power versus the applied load resistance, the expected 

curve for a Thévenin circuit is not observed exactly. The reason for this is because the model 

assumes an ideal constant voltage source. The C-SWB energy harvester, however, has a non-

stationary voltage output as a result of several parameters involved in the corrosion process, as 

will be described in the following section. Therefore, in order to correct for these variations, the 

open-circuit voltage measured prior to each resistive load trial is used as the representative 

source voltage for the model. The results show that the Thévenin model (shown in red) 

performs fairly well when compared to the data for each trial and test.  For the results shown in 

Figure 15, an assumed internal resistance of 200 Ω was used. Since the Thévenin model was 

accurate to within 4%, the internal resistance of the C-SWB can be determined by manipulating 

equation (19), the application of which yielded internal resistance values of approximately 200 

and 250 Ω, respectively.   

 

2.3.1. Statistical Properties of C-SWB Output Power 

Due to the non-stationary characteristics of the corrosion process involved in 

generating the battery power, as well as variations from specimen to specimen, a statistical 

approach to describing the energy harvester is used to assist with modeling the expected supply 

power to the sensor node. The parameters that can be varied for the energy harvesters design 

are as follows: 

 

Anode to cathode spacing 

Cathode to anode surface area ratio 

Cement cover thickness 

Water-cement ratio (a controlling parameter in cement porosity) 
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Materials selection for anode and cathode (subject to Galvanic series) 

Oxygen concentration at cathode 

 

Constraints with data acquisition hardware allowed for only two test specimens to be 

made with the varied parameter being cement porosity. The cement pastes were mixed with a 

water-cement ratio of 0.4 and 0.45, and air-cured for a period of 14 days. Under these 

conditions, the expected porosity is between 14.4-29.1% and 13.7-31.6% for w/c of 0.4 and 

0.45,  respectively [76]. The range of measured porosity percentage is an artifact of the method 

used.  

The open circuit voltage statistics for each cement battery specimen are shown in 

Figure 17. Each column in the above figures represents the sum of each histogram of the open 

circuit voltage measurements for a specific trial over the range of all tests. Thus, the first 

column represents all measured open circuit voltages at the start of each resistor sweep test. The 

results indicate a large variation in the measured open-circuit voltage over the course of the 

experiment. Specimen 1 exhibits a near tri-modal voltage distribution, with the peaks at 

approximately 300 mV, 600 mV, and 900 mV. The statistics for specimen 2 have much less 

overall variation, but still exhibit the characteristic of multiple peaks.  
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Figure 17. (top) Open-circuit voltage statistics for specimen 1, where each trial consists of a baseline 

open-circuit measurement between connecting to a resistive load. Open-circuit voltage statistics for 

specimen 2 (bottom) 
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.  

 

 

 

Figure 18. Power output for high-to-low resistive load sweeps for specimen 1 (top) and specimen 2 

(bottom) 

 

Figure 19. Power output for low-to-high resistive load sweeps for specimen 1 (top) and specimen 

2 (bottom) 
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For each specimen, the modal voltage is approximately 300 mV, which is much lower 

than the designed output voltage of 1.6 V. Furthermore, for both specimens, there appear to be 

outlier voltage measurements around 1.3 V. The explanation behind this is actually rather 

simple in that these measurements indicate the first data points measured for the entire 

experiment. Factors contributing to the degradation of the output voltage of the battery grow in 

influence with time. 

After processing the data, the cause of the output voltage disparity was determined to 

be rusted measurement probes. The rust was primarily confined to the carbon 

cathode/measurement interface as the probes were made of stainless steel. This event resulted 

in the DAQ measuring the voltage potential between the rust (most likely iron-oxide) and the 

magnesium hydroxide (an insoluble by-product of the corrosion process), which has 

significantly lower potential than the carbon/magnesium potential. Though measures were 

taken to avoid as much experimental error as possible, the longevity of the experiment 

combined with the test environment increased the occurrence of these experimental issues. This 

was an expected trade-off in reliability when deciding to automate the long-term measurement 

process. 

The output power variability of each specimen is shown in Figure 18 and 19. The 

figures show the measured mean power and one standard deviation, with the mean model 

power for comparison. The power characteristic for each sweep direction was analyzed 

separately as a metric of load response linearity. The results for both specimens show that there 

is a slight difference in the output power near matched impedance depending on the sweep 

direction. Though the Thévenin equivalent circuit model is linear, and thus does not exhibit a 

bias with regards to the load sweep direction, the results for each trial still validate the model 
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with the only variation being the non-ideal source voltage, which is accounted for iteratively 

with a data-driven approach. 

2.3.2. C-SWB Power Capacity 

When analyzing an energy harvester for its potential to be deployed in infrastructure 

monitoring scenarios, it is often instructive to compare the total available energy to that of more 

conventional power supply technology.  A first-order corrosion rate model can estimate the 

current capacity of an anode of a given material by [9]. 

 

 

 
  

 
  

   

 
  (21) 

 

where, I  is anode current [mA], t is the time [hr], V is the anode volume accounting for 

porosity effects [cm
3
], n is the number of electrons produced in the oxidation reaction, F is 

Faraday’s constant [mA•hr mol
-1

], ρ is the anode density [g cm
-3

], and M is the anode atomic 

weight [g mol
-1

]. The expression relates the current capacity per unit volume for a corroding 

metal anode encased in cement, where the porosity factor scales the amount of available surface 

area of the anode for corrosion initiation sites.  
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Figure 20. C-SWB capacity for various cement porosity factor values with the current capacity for 

conventional AA batteries in blue.  

 

A portion of Chapter 2 has been published in IEEE Sensors Journal, Scott Ouellette and 

Michael Todd, 2013. The title of this paper is “Cement Sea-Water Battery for Marine 

Infrastructure Monitoring”. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of 

this paper.  

Another portion of Chapter 2 has been published in Proc. of SPIE, Scott Ouellette and 

Michael Todd, 2012. The title of this paper is “Ultra-Low Power Corrosion-Enabled Sensor 

Node”. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.  

Another portion of Chapter 2 has been published in Proc. of SPIE, Scott Ouellette and 

Michael Todd, 2013.  The title of this paper is “Uncertainty Quantification of a Corrosion-

Enabled Energy Harvester for Low-Power Sensing Applications”.  The dissertation author was 

the primary investigator and author of this paper. 
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Chapter 3  

Low-Power Sensor Node Design 

3.1. Introduction to Power Electronics Design 

As explained in Chapter 1, energy harvesting systems for wireless sensor netowrks can 

be described by three stages: ambient energy transduction, electrical power conditioning, and 

data acquisition and transmission. Within the past 10 years, developments in low-power CMOS 

devices have allowed for expanded energy harvesting techniques by reducing the total power 

demand of sensor nodes. This chapter details the system-level interaction between the C-SWB 

energy harvester and  a custom designed low-power sensor node to which the power is suppled. 

To accomplish this, I developed an equivalent circuit model of the energy harvester and 

matched the parameters (source voltage and equivalent series resistance) for use in the design 

of the power conditioning and wireless transmitter circuitry. Analysis of the power demand 

from the sensor node is studied to determine the optimum data sampling parameters in terms of 

available supplied power for long-term in-situ sensing operations on a marine structure.   

Using the C-SWB as an energy harvester only solves part of the overall monitoring 

problem. In order to acquire data on the health of a structure subject to corrosive attack, it is 

imperative that the energy produced by the batteries be used to power appropriate sensing and 
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communications telemetry. However, based on the output voltage distribution of the cement 

seawater battery, the sensor node will require a DC-DC boost converter to accommodate the 

voltage requirements of a CMOS microcontroller.  I designed the DC-DC boost converter in 

this study to convert low input voltages and output a feedback-regulated 3 VDC supply.  The 

power generated by the C-SWB energy harvester is isolated from the boost converter and 

microcontroller by a low on-resistance analog switch in order to prevent continuous operation 

of the voltage conditioning circuitry. The analog switch is controlled by a low-power PWM 

timer IC. The following sections detail each component of the low-power sensor node design 

 

3.1.1. Energy Buffer and Load Isolation 

Analysis of the output power characteristics of the cement battery prohibits the direct 

application of a DC-DC boost converter due to the current demand by most commercially 

available boost converter ICs. Therefore, it is necessary to use an energy buffer (typically a 

super-capacitor) to function as the power supply for the boost converter, sensor node, and 

wireless transmitter. By implementing a low on-resistance analog switch in conjunction with a 

100 mF super-capacitor (as seen in Figure 21), the cement battery can store energy for a defined 

time interval, and then rapidly discharge the energy to power the sensing telemetry.  

The analog switch (SN74AUC2G53, Texas Instruments) is a low-voltage single-pole, 

double throw (SPDT) switch that isolates the buffer capacitor from the boost converter, MCU, 

and transmitter. It is important that this switch has a low on-resistance in order to avoid losses 

in power transfer to the boost converter. The switch is controlled by a low-voltage, low-power 

timer IC (TLC 551, Texas Instruments) set to generate a very low duty cycle PWM signal. It is 

important to note that the analog switch and timer IC must be able to operate with a low supply 

voltage (~1 V) and have a minimal current consumption. Between the analog switch and timer 
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IC, there is only 303 µW of power consumption for operation, with the switch having an 

additional 1 µA leakage current. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. Schematic diagram of the low on-resistance analog switch and energy buffering capacitor 

 

The main concept at work with this use of an energy buffer stems from the desire to 

have the sensor node operate from a single C-SWB energy harvester supply. Using a capacitor 

to provide power enables a circuit to drive high load demands. This is because the power 

delivered by a capacitor is a function of its inherent capacitance, the charge voltage, and, most 

importantly, the rate at which it discharges the stored energy, as shown in equation (22). 

 

 

              
  

  
 (22) 
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Figure 22. Schematic diagram of the low-power timer IC 

 

Taking advantage of this fact, this design can provide enough power for all the sensing 

and communication needs by simply tailoring the PWM control signal from the timer IC. The 

timing control signal IC is essential to the overall sensor node operation, as it sets the functional 

duty cycle of the device. The charge/discharge time is set by the resistor pair (RA, RB), and is 

scaled by the threshold capacitor (CT) as seen in Figure. 22. The equations that approximately 

describe the output PWM duty cycle and frequency are shown below [77]: 

 

 

 
 
   
    

         
  
  

  
  
  
  

(23) 

 

Due to the internal architecture of this specific device, it is largely impractical to 

generate a duty cycle lower than 50%, with the only method being to drive RA below the 

internal device resistance. Given the power demands of the sensor node, and the total output 
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power of the C-SWB, it is imperative that the charge/discharge cycle of the buffer capacitor 

must be less than 50% for the energy transfer to be optimal. Therefore, the only option is to set 

the circuit parameters to generate a very high duty cycle (~99%) and to invert the signal on the 

control pin of the analog switch. This can be done two ways: 1) implement a simple inverter 

circuit using an OpAmp, or 2) exploit the internal logic within the SPDT analog switch. For 

ease of implementation, option 2 was chosen by connecting the output of the switch to the logic 

scenario when the control input and reference voltage are low (GND). For the purposes of this 

study, the desired on-time/off-time PWM signal was chosen such that the buffer capacitor 

would drain for 20 ms for every 1-minute period. A detailed power analysis of the entire sensor 

node, accounting for the MCU and transmitter, will demonstrate a more optimal duty cycle.  

 

3.1.2. Switched-Mode DC-DC Converter 

The output voltage signal from the discharging capacitor is a low duty cycle square 

wave. The boost converter used in this initiative features a low-voltage micro-power step-up 

switching regulator IC (LTC3402, Linear Technology). This IC is feedback regulated to 

provide an adaptive switching frequency which holds the output voltage of the boost converter 

constant. The component values were chosen to provide a stable 3 V supply to the MCU and 

transmitter.  

Due to the variability in output voltage of the cement battery, Monte Carlo simulations 

were performed using LTSpice IV (Linear Technology) on the component value variability, as 

well as input voltage variability to verify robust boost converter operation and a stable output 

voltage. The circuit model consisted of the 100 mF buffer capacitor supplying power to the 

boost converter in 20 ms intervals across an ideal switch controlled by a set PWM voltage 

signal. The charge voltage on the supply (buffer) capacitor varied from 0.5-1.8 V, and the MCU 
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was modeled as a piecewise linear varistor to account for the power consumption between two 

programmed states of operation, active mode (AM) and low-power mode (LPM0).  

The results of this parametric study suggested the boost converter would be capable of 

producing an output voltage of 3 V ± 100 mV over an input voltage range of 0.6-1.8 V. The 

cutoff voltage of the boost converter is mainly a result of the rectifying output diode requiring 

600 mV to conduct. A prototype printed circuit board (PCB) of the energy buffer and boost 

converter design was fabricated and tested in the lab. A lab-bench power supply with an 

equivalent series resistance was used to emulate the cement battery power as designed, and the 

output voltage was probed to validate the simulation results.  

 

 

 

Figure 23. Schematic diagram of boost converter design 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 24. (a) equivalent circuit model of interaction between C-SWB energy harvester and 

electrical load, (b) power transfer efficiency for a voltage divider circuit as a function of various 

resistance values with the matched impedance efficiency overlaid in red. 

3.2. Power Transfer Efficiency Analysis 

It is often instructive to develop an equivalent circuit model for later use towards the 

design and development of the power conditioning circuitry. For battery-type energy harvesting 

devices, a good starting model is Thévenin’s equivalent circuit. This model parameterizes a two 

terminal system into an ideal voltage source with a series resistor. A cursory review of 

corrosion literature suggests a slightly more exotic circuit model for oxidizing metals in 

concrete; however, the leading-order behavior for ohmic loads is accurately modeled by the 

Thévenin equivalent, and thus works well for this study.  

Determining the equivalent series resistance for the cement seawater battery is 

accomplished by a resistive load sweep in which the peak measured power occurs at a matched 

load. For the purposes of this study, the resistive load sweeps were performed bi-directionally 

to test the source linearity. Based on the experimental data shown in Figure 19 from Chapter 2, 

the source resistance can be estimated to be 150 Ω. The experimental setup, however, leads 

 

Vin 

Vout 

R1 

R2 
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itself to a relatively high parasitic resistance due to the number of clip-connections and the 

length of wire used for the measurement probes. 

Several energy harvesting papers have focused on developing the power electronics 

with an equivalent resistance to the source resistance, a process referred to as impedance 

matching [78]–[80]. For a simple ohmic load, the peak power transfer for a Thévenin-type 

source occurs at matched impedance. A circuit diagram of this scenario is shown in Figure 24. 

Using Ohm’s law to solve for Vout gives: 

 

 

      
     
     

 (24) 

 

For matched impedance, R1 = R2 and thus:  
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and:  
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As seen in equation (26), the maximum output power at matched impedance is scaled 

by the load resistance (R2). Therefore, reducing the internal resistance of the power source will 

ultimately increase the output power.  

However, when considering the efficiency of power transfer from source to load, 

operating at matched impedance is sub-optimal with respect to the power source. In essence, for 

a finite power supply (e.g. a battery), connecting to a matched impedance load will draw the 

maximum current. In the case of the cement battery, this situation will result in an increased 

corrosion rate of the anode being consumed, thus reducing the operational lifetime of the sensor 

node. 

Defining the power transfer efficiency as the ratio of output power to input power, it 

can be shown that the efficiency of a matched impedance circuit is only 50%. 

 

 

   
    
   

  
        
      

 (27) 

 

Using Ohm’s law to solve for the current expressions results in: 

 

    
    
   

 
 

 
  
  

    (28) 

 

Substituting Vout from equation (24) yields an expression for efficiency purely in terms 

of resistance: 
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 (29) 

 

Analysis of equation (29) shows that power transfer efficiency increases greatly for the 

condition R2 >> R1, as seen in Figure 24b. Thus for an energy harvesting system with finite 

supply, a sensor node with a large effective resistance is optimal. This criterion does, however, 

require special consideration when designing the power conditioning electronics because of the 

reduced current flow through the load. The following section will present one possible solution 

to this matter by way of an energy buffer and load isolation.  

 

3.3. SPICE Simulations and Monte Carlo Analysis 

Circuit simulations were performed on an equivalent circuit model of the sensor node 

and power supply using LTSpice IV (Linear Technology). The supply power for the circuit 

comes from the 100 mF electrolytic capacitor set with an initial voltage range of 0.4-1.7 V. All 

of the discrete resistors and capacitors chosen were from the LTSpice IV ideal components 

library. The TLC551 timer IC was modeled as an ideal voltage source supplying a specified 

PWM signal, which is connected to the control pin on an idealized voltage- controlled switch 

used to model the SN74AUG2G53 analog switch. The PWM signal in this model is set to 

activate the analog switch gate at the intended duty cycle and duration described in the previous 

sub-section. The LTC3402 switching regulator is an empirically based sub-circuit component 

model that comes built-in with the software download. 
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Figure 25. LTSpice IV model for used for Monte Carlo simulations of boost converter output 

 

 

 

Figure 26. Varistor profile used to model MSP430 switching between operational states 
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The MSP430 was modeled as a piecewise linear varistor representing the power 

consumption when set in two different operational modes, namely the active mode (AM), and 

low-power mode zero (LMP0), as shown in Figure 26. The effective resistance values for the 

two states were calculated from the known current consumption for a given supply voltage – 

either 2.2 V or 3 V [22]. 

Each discrete component has a manufacturer-defined tolerance, and in the case of the 

power inductor, the tolerance for the rated inductance is as high a 30%. A 250 run, 13-

parameter Monte Carlo analysis was performed in order to observe the effect of component 

value and input voltage variability on the output power characteristics of the boost converter. 

Since the boost converter employs closed-loop regulated feedback architecture, there is little 

effect on the output voltage delivered to the microcontroller above input voltages of 800 mV, as 

seen in Figure 27. However, the variations do have an effect on the output rise time to the 

MSP430 startup voltage of 2.2 V. As seen in Figure 28, the rise time to the minimum 

microcontroller supply voltage of 2.2 V can vary from 1-10 ms. Furthermore, the startup time is 

asymptotic as the input voltage approaches 600 mV, which is expected as the rectifier diode 

requires 600 mV to conduct. 
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Figure 27. Output voltage distribution of Monte Carlo simulations 

 

Figure 28. Distribution of startup times for various input voltage initial values 
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3.4. Design and Fabrication of Dual-Layer Sensor Node PCB 

It was necessary to develop a prototype sensor node in order to validate the Monte 

Carlo simulation results and system design. A schematic of the sensor is shown in Figure 30, 

which contains all of the components of the sensor node (energy buffer, load isolation switch, 

and DC-DC converter) linked together. The software suite used to develop the dual-layer 

printed circuit board (PCB) sensor node was Mentor Graphics PADS Logic and Layout 

integrated development environments. The schematic of the circuit is designed in PADS Logic, 

in which discrete components (resistors, capacitors, etc.) are linked with commercial ICs, with 

each node connection for all components stored as a net list array that is then passed to PADS 

Layout. 

The layout software tool is where the printed circuit board shape, component layout, 

and copper connection traces are drawn. The low-power sensor node is designed to comfortably 

fit on a 1” x 1” dual-layer board made of copper and FR4 fiberglass insulation. The top row of 

images in Figure 29 shows the top and bottom layout for the copper pads and trances 

connecting all of the circuit components. An 8 mil minimum clearance for copper traces was 

enforced due to the limitations of the prototyping PCB milling machine (LPKF Protomat S100).  

Once the design was verified to not violate any of the preset tolerance/clearance 

criteria, the layout data for each layer (top copper, bottom copper, solder mask, etc.) was 

converted to a set of GERBER files to be processed by the LPKF milling machine. The LPKF 

converts the GERBER files using a proprietary computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software 

package, and then transfers the vectorized PCB layout into a native software package that 

controls the high-precision milling head. Once the vectorized layout is placed onto the 

representative milling location on a blank dual-layer copper board, the only remaining steps are 

to have the appropriate milling tool heads loaded into a user-defined holding collet, and 
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calibrate the milling depth on the drill head. The bottom images in Figure 29 show the 

completed low-power sensor node prototype with the components affixed by standard soldering 

techniques. 

 

 

  

 
 

Figure 29. (top) layout diagrams of top and bottom layers, and (bottom) completed prototype top and 

bottom layers 
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Figure 30. Sensor node schematic diagram 
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The final step in the development of an autonomous wireless sensing platform concerns 

the acquisition and management of measurement information. From a development standpoint, 

this stage offers multiple options in terms of sensing type (e.g. strain, temperature, acceleration, 

etc.) and network configuration. Furthermore, there exists a plethora of manufacturers and 

product solutions to choose from. This section describes the decision rationale for the choice of 

MCU and wireless transmitter. To date, a prototype sensor node has be fabricated and tested 

without the addition of the wireless transmitter system [82]. The initial results are promising in 

terms of the sensor node being capable of operating from the output power provided by the 

cement battery.  

The TI MSP430 is an ultra-low power family of mixed-signal microprocessors for 

portable applications. The specific device used in this study features a wide supply voltage 

range (2.2-3.6 V) and low power consumption in active mode. In terms of input/output (I/O) 

capability, this device has six channels, a 12-bit ADC, and 116 kB onboard flash memory. Most 

importantly, the internal architecture of the MSP430 family has five programmable power 

modes for extending battery life. In active mode, operating at a 1 MHz clock frequency, the 

device consumes at most 560 μA (with a 3 V supply). 

 

 

 

Figure 31. Proposed autonomous sensor node system components 
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The wireless transmitter/receiver chosen for this study is the ANT CC2571 (Texas 

Instruments) short-range transceiver network. This product was chosen because of its simple 

interface with the MSP430 devices. Furthermore, it also features very low power consumption, 

a user-friendly software programming interface, and a very flexible master/slave network 

protocol. This particular model features up to 8 transmission channels, and upwards of 200Hz 

broadcast frequency.  

Together, the MSP430 and ANT CC2571 complete the sensing and communications 

needs for the sensor network. When combined with the cement battery and power conditioning 

circuitry, the sensing system is entirely autonomous (see Figure 31).  

 

3.5. Power Analysis and Estimated Operational Lifetime of Sensor Node 

As mentioned earlier, the timing of the analog switch was pre-determined based on the 

decision to allow for the buffer capacitor to fully charge prior to taking a measurement and 

transmitting the data. This timing sequence turns out to be a bit conservative in terms of the 

optimal charge/discharge rate of the buffer capacitor. This section investigates the power 

consumption of the sensor node and uses that information to determine the peak measurement 

rate for the autonomous wireless sensor node operating at max power consumption. The power 

consumption analysis is then used to determine the necessary anode volume for a long-term 

sensing operation. 

The total load (mW) is calculated as the sum of all the active power consuming 

elements on the sensor node (resistors, capacitors, and inductors are neglected due to their small 

power consumption). The elements that comprise the list are: 1) the analog switch, 2) the timer 
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IC, 3) the boost converter, 4) the MCU, and 5) the transmitter. Reviewing the datasheets for 

these devices yields the power consumption table (see Table 4 below). 

 

 

Table 4. Sensor Node Power Consumption 

Device Supply 

Voltage 

Supply 

Current 

Power 

Consumption 

SN74AUC2G53 1.3 V 10 μA 13 μW 

TLC 551 1.3 V 225 μA 0.29 mW 

LTC 3402 1.3 V 800 μA 1.04 mW 

MSP430 3 V 560 μA 1.68 mW 

CC2571 3 V 3430 μA 103 mW 

 

 

The total power consumption of the sensor node calculates to approximately 106 mW. 

A cursory observation of the table shows that the majority of power is applied to transmitting 

the data. The value for the transmitting current was obtained from the assumption that the 

transmitter would be operating at 4-dBm output power.  

When evaluating the total power consumption demand of the circuit, it is also 

important to consider the efficiency of the boost converter operation. Based on the measured 

performance efficiency as a function of output current, as provided by the manufacturer, the 

converter efficiency is assumed to be 90%. Therefore, the amount of power required for sensor 

node operation must account for the 10% loss during voltage conversion. The total required 
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input power is then obtained by dividing the sensor node power consumption by the converter 

efficiency. 

 

 

 
     

            
      

 (30) 

 

Based on this condition, the amount of input power needed to operate the sensor node 

is approximately 118 mW. Dividing the input power by the supply voltage (1.3 V) yields a 

current consumption of approximately 91 mA. Assuming the input current comes from the 

buffer capacitor, and further assuming the drain current from the capacitor is constant, then the 

total time for the buffer capacitor to discharge from 1.3 V is calculated from equation (31) 

below, where iout is defined as the output current from the capacitor, which is the current 

demand of the sensor node. 

 

 

 
       

   

    
 (31) 

 

For a buffer capacitor with 100 mF capacitance, the total discharge time is calculated as 

1.43 s. That is roughly seven-times the length of operation time than the pre-determined duty 

cycle of the analog switch gate. However, this does not account for current spikes on device 

startup, so the total discharge time most likely is slightly less than estimated.  
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Determining the total charge time for the capacitor requires the knowledge of the 

source resistance of the cement battery. This was experimentally measured as approximately 

150 Ω. A capacitor charges exponentially under a constant applied voltage defined by: 

 

 

 
                

        
     (32) 

 

Solving equation (32) for the charge time (t) results in a logarithmic charge time 

defined as: 

 

 

 

                  
       

   
   (33) 

 

Assuming a charge voltage of 1.3 V, and an input voltage of 1.4 V (this can vary 

depending on Galvanic potential between the anode and cathode), the total charge time for the 

buffer capacitor is calculated as approximately 40 s. Applying this charge time to equation (31) 

will determine the output current of the cement battery, which is calculated at 3.25 mA.  

The conditions reported in this analysis represent the peak operational duty cycle for 

the autonomous sensor node operating at max power consumption. The effect of this scenario 

will be applied to the corrosion dynamics of the cement battery to determine the necessary 

anode volume (assuming a cylindrical shape) for an operational period of 50 years – similar to 

that of a large-scale marine structure. 
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Based on the power demand of the sensor node, the necessary corrosion current 

required for charging the buffer capacitor was determined. The corrosion current is equivalent 

to the rate of corrosion of the anode, thus allowing for the application of Faraday’s equation of 

general chemistry [9]: 

 

 

 
   

   

  
 (34) 

 

where w is the weight of the corroding material [grams], I is the current flow 

[Amperes], M is the atomic mass for the metal [gram mol
-1

], n is the number of electrons 

transferred in the reaction [n = 2 for Mg], and F is Faraday’s constant [A s mol
-1

]. Dividing 

both sides of equation (15) by the density (ρ) yields an expression for the volume of anode as a 

function of the current flow and time.  

Adjusting the current flow I for the duty cycle for charging the buffer capacitor, and 

assuming the operational time for the sensor node is 50 years; the necessary anode volume is 

calculated at approximately 359 cm
3
, which is approximately 625 grams. Bulk magnesium is 

currently priced at $0.29 per 100 grams. Thus, for a sacrificial anode of magnesium operating 

for 50 years at peak power consumption, the total cost will be approximately $1.82, assuming 

the entire anodic material is consumed. 

A portion of Chapter 3 has been published in IEEE Sensors Journal, Scott Ouellette and 

Michael Todd, 2013. The title of this paper is “Cement Sea-Water Battery for Marine 

Infrastructure Monitoring”. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of 

this paper.  
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Another portion of Chapter 3 has been published in Proc. of SPIE, Scott Ouellette and 

Michael Todd, 2012. The title of this paper is “Ultra-Low Power Corrosion-Enabled Sensor 

Node”. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.  

Another portion of Chapter 3 has been published in Proc. of SPIE, Scott Ouellette and 

Michael Todd, 2013.  The title of this paper is “Uncertainty Quantification of a Corrosion-

Enabled Energy Harvester for Low-Power Sensing Applications”.  The dissertation author was 

the primary investigator and author of this paper. 
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Chapter 4  

Introduction to Vibration Energy Harvesting 

There is a widely accepted notion in vibration energy harvesting that the assumptions 

of stationary and narrowband input excitations are insufficient for modeling real world 

environments. Brian Mann presented an uncertainty analysis of vibration energy harvesters 

operating in a linear regime [4]. He starts his analysis with a generic dimensionless 2nd –order 

differential equation for a 1DOF linear oscillator under harmonic forcing. 

 

 

                     (35) 

 

After assuming a harmonic solution for x(τ) =r cos(ητ - φ), an expression for the 

response amplitude (r) can be obtained: 
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 (36) 

 

The author notes that the output power of a linear energy harvester is proportional to 

the response amplitude. Next, quantifying the uncertainty in the response amplitude as a 

function of the dimensionless system parameters (µ, η,  ) is performed by determining the L2-

norm subject to 95% confidence levels in the parameters uncertainties: 

 

 

   
    

  

  
 
 

  
    

  

  
 
 

  
    

  

  
 
 

  
  (37) 

 

The result of this uncertainty analysis “highlights a lack of robustness in achieving a 

peak response since even small parameter variations or uncertainty can cause large differences 

in the expected response”. A plot of the response amplitude versus the forcing frequency is 

shown in Figure 32 with the confidence intervals overlaid for reference. A cursory inspection of 

the confidence bounds generated by the uncertainty analysis illustrates the issues with linear 

inertial generator designs, in that achieving a resonant response for conventional inertial 

generators is highly susceptible to small parameter variations.  

As such, the linear inertial generator designs are no longer considered practical for field 

operations in which ambient vibrational energy is predominantly low frequency, non-stationary, 

and broadband. In order to improve the capability of vibration energy harvesters for 

deployment, researchers have started investigating methods for developing inertial generators 

with broadband resonance characteristics. Several techniques for extracting energy from 

broadband and random excitations have been investigated. These methods are classified by 
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their approach into three categories: frequency tuning, multi-modal energy harvesting, and 

nonlinear energy harvesting. In this section, each method is described in detail with regards to 

their conceptual design idea, the frequency response and power characteristics, and their 

applicability to field operations.  

 

 

Figure 32. Uncertainty analysis of response in linear oscillator (Source: Mann [83]) 

 

4.1.1. Resonant Frequency Tuning 

A priori knowledge of the excitation frequency is necessary for defining the geometric, 

elastic, and mechanical properties of a linear resonant inertial generator. When the excitation 

frequency is non-stationary, broadband, or unknown, the performance of a linear resonant 

energy harvester is sub-optimal as the output power of the device decreases significantly if not 

excited at, or near, resonance. The conventional practice for linear energy harvester design 

recommends a resonant frequency tuning mechanism to improve the performance functionality. 
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Roundy and Zhang [6] assert that the resonant frequency of a linear inertial generator can be 

tuned in either an active mode or passive mode. Active resonant tuning is characterized by 

continuous, real-time control of the energy harvesting device in order for the system natural 

frequency to match the excitation frequency. With passive frequency tuning, intermittent 

adjustments are applied to the energy harvester for frequency matching. A further level of 

classification for frequency tuning methods exists for systems that are either self-tuning or 

require manual tuning.  

Manual tuning, while requiring relatively less power, is difficult to implement in the 

field as it requires physical interaction with the energy harvesting device. In this manner, it is 

best classified as a sub-category of passive tuning methods because once the device is tuned, 

the system resonant frequency remains set until the next tuning procedure. On the other hand, 

self-tuning schemes can potentially span the expected excitation frequency range without the 

need for intervening maintenance. Self-tuning resonant frequency vibration energy harvesters 

can be categorized as either active (control electronics are required to tune the resonant 

frequency in real-time) or passive, in which system parameters vary under forcing conditions 

causing a resulting change in stiffness or mass. The challenge of implementing an active self-

tuning approach is to mitigate the power required for the tuning mechanism in order to generate 

a net-positive power output.  

Frequency tuning methods can be are classified based on two metrics: 1) the method in 

which the system natural frequency is adjusted, and, 2) the dynamic range of resonant 

frequency of the method (tunability). These methods are classified as mechanical, magnetic, 

and piezoelectric resonance tuning. Mechanical frequency tuning is generally accomplished by 

manually adjusting the structural properties of the energy harvesting device, such as the center 

of gravity of the tip mass, or the mechanical preload. Magnetic tuning employs the use of 
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magnetic interaction forces to vary the restoring force (stiffness) of the device either actively or 

passively. Lastly, piezoelectric resonance tuning utilizes part or all of a bonded piezoelectric 

patch as an actuator to control the beam response to remain at resonance. The rest of this 

section is dedicated to summarizing literature related to frequency tuning methods for 

broadband vibrational energy harvesting. Specifically, research associated with each method 

will be reviewed based on the technique used, specific results provided, and how the method 

compares to the linear system results – if applicable. Some general observations regarding the 

three frequency tuning energy harvesting methods reviewed are as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33. Diagram of frequency tuning methods 
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Mechanical frequency tuning approach 

 In general, mechanical tuning methods generate the most bandwidth relative to the 

other methods 

 With the exception of two proposed devices [84], [85], most methods reported require 

manual tuning, which diminishes the overall adaptability to operational deployments 

 Since most methods require manual tuning, the amount of energy required for each 

tuning process was not quantified or reported 

 

Magnetic frequency tuning approach 

 Moderate tunability was achieved using external magnets 

 Linear actuators were used to adaptively tune the harvesters, however, most reported 

designs powered the actuators externally 

 The designs that did implement self-tuning mechanisms required significant time to 

gather enough charge for a tuning cycle [86]–[88], and thus, are only applicable for 

environments in which excitation frequency changes slowly and infrequently 

 

 

Piezoelectric frequency tuning approach 

 Of the three methods presented, piezoelectric frequency tuning features the lowest 

tuning bandwidth, but also requires the least amount of energy for tuning 

 Most convenient for tuning applications because piezoelectric transducer can act as 

both the energy harvester  and actuator 
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 The energy required for active tuning applications, as reported by the authors [89], 

[90], outweighs the energy captured by the harvester 

 

Mechanical Tuning Methods 

The concept of mechanical resonant frequency tuning stems from elementary vibration 

theory, in which the natural frequency of a linear system is a function of its stiffness and mass. 

Since the mass of a system is a bulk property, it is more commonplace to make alterations to 

the stiffness. This can be accomplished in several ways, the most effective of which is through 

manipulation of boundary conditions. Initial investigations in altering system stiffness involved 

the application (experimental or theoretical) of an axial load to either a simply-supported or 

cantilevered energy harvester [3–5]. Leland and Wright [91] demonstrated 24% reduction in 

resonant frequency when applying a compressive axial preload to a simply supported bimorph 

energy harvester with a mid-span proof mass (Note: since the axial load was only compressive, 

the resonant frequency shift was unidirectional). An interesting effect of the compressive 

preload was the increase in damping ratio with increased axial load. This damping effect 

worked opposite the decrease in resonant frequency, and thus resulted in slightly lower output 

power for lower resonant frequencies. They concluded with noting the energy harvester 

generated between 300-400 µW when excited in a frequency range of 200-250 Hz with a 1 g 

acceleration. Similar to Leland and Wright, Eichhorn et al. [92]  investigated the effects of an 

axial prestress on the tip of a cantilever beam. Once again, damping was shown to increase with 

the axial load applied to the free end of the beam, and resulted in reduced power output at lower 

frequencies. 

An analytical investigation of mechanical tuning of resonant frequency by axial preload 

was conducted by Hu et al. [93]. In their approach, the governing equations of motion were 
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derived for a general axial load (compressive or tensile), and the resonant frequency 

characteristics were studied as a function of the applied load. A resonant frequency range of 

58.1Hz – 169.4 Hz was calculated for applied axial loads of 50 N, in compression and tension, 

respectively.  

Other than exploiting the bending mode of abeam, several studies have been conducted 

where an axial/extensional mode is exploited [6, 7], or the pre-deflection of a circular plate 

[96], or by adjusting the center of gravity of the tip mass [97]. It is important to reiterate that 

with the manual tuning approach, the energy harvester is still effectively a linear resonator in 

each experimental realization. The manner in which the system is considered broadband is 

through manual intervention, which is sub-optimal in field operations because of associated 

costs for adjustment, and potential complications with accessing the energy harvesting device.   

To address the problem presented with manual tuning techniques, researchers 

developed passive self-tuning resonant frequency schemes [10, 11]. Jo et al. [85] developed a 

coupled cantilever system with a moveable mass which generated two distinct operational 

phases. Passive phase transition occurs as a result of the difference between the horizontal 

inertial forces between the two beams, as they are fabricated with different cantilever lengths. 

The moving mass causes each cantilever to exhibit two distinct resonant frequencies, the 

transition of which is a function of the forcing frequency.  

Gu and Livermore [84] designed a passive self-tuning radially-oriented cantilever beam 

for rotational motion. The rotation is oriented parallel to the gravitational field, and thus the 

beam experiences continuous variation in loading conditions as a function of the circular path. 

As the rotational speed varied, the centrifugal forces caused a proportional change in stiffness 

of the harvester, and thus the device was always working near resonance. The authors 
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concluded that this passive self-tuning design is particularly well suited for rotating systems 

with variable rotation speeds – such as tire pressure monitoring devices. 

 

Magnetic Tuning Methods 

Aside from altering the mechanical properties of an inertial generator, adjusting the 

boundary conditions using magnetic forces is another technique that has been investigated for 

exploiting broadband resonance. Magnetic force interaction can be useful in influencing the 

displacement shape of a resonant energy harvester by biasing the stable tip position of a 

cantilever [12, 13]. By varying the separation distance between the interacting magnets the 

beam stiffness can be tuned to resonate for various excitation frequencies. A self-tuning 

approach has been investigated in which the separation distance is controlled by a linear 

actuator [14–16]. This section will summarize the results and characteristics of magnetic 

frequency tuning devices. The  

Challa et al. [98] explored the tunability of a cantilever piezoelectric energy harvester 

with permanent magnets bonded to the beam tip with corresponding attracting and repulsing 

permanent magnets fixed to a support structure. They found that being either using an attracting 

or repulsing magnetic force, the resonant frequency of the energy harvester could be shifted 

lower or higher, respectively. One experimental concern with this design is the possibility of 

attracting magnet contact. This can be avoided by optimizing the magnetic separation distance 

relative to the beam bending stiffness. This device achieved an operational frequency 

bandwidth of 40% over the range from 22-32 Hz, while producing 240-280 µW from an input 

acceleration of 0.8 m/s
2
. The estimated energy for tuning the magnetic separation distance of 

3cm was estimated at 85 mJ.    
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It should be noted that the implementation of magnetic force interactions results in a 

nonlinear restoring force, and thus the system response exhibits hardening or softening spring 

characteristics – this will be addressed in more detail in the Nonlinear Energy Harvesting 

section.  Reissman et al. [99] used magnetic attraction to generate a nonlinear monostable 

potential to try and generate a broadband response. The degree of nonlinearity was variable 

based on the magnetic separation distance, which was controlled by a thread rod with locking 

nuts. The total bandwidth of this device was measured as 11.38 Hz, between the excitation 

range of 88 – 92 Hz. The addition of a tip mass reduced the resonant frequency, but while 

simultaneously sacrificing resonance bandwidth.   

As was the case for manual tuning of mechanical properties of an energy harvester, the 

overall system response has a single resonant frequency for each experimental realization. 

Magnetic self-tuning schemes have been investigated for the purposes of adaptively setting the 

resonant frequency of an energy harvester to capture as much broadband input energy as 

possible. The methods proposed by Zhu et al. [86], Ayala-Garcia et al. [87], and Challa et al. 

[88] feature a “smart” controller setup whereby the power needed for the control hardware is 

generated by the energy harvester.  

The harvesters system proposed by Zhu et al. and Ayala-Garcia et al. is a similar setup 

to the Reissman apparatus in which magnetic attraction forces tune the resonant frequency of 

the structure as a function of the separation distance. The method proposed by Zhu et al. 

featured a microcontroller that would periodically measure the output voltage of the energy 

harvester, and would then send an actuation message to linear actuator to adjust the magnet 

separation. They calculated the energy cost for controlling the linear actuator as 2.04 mJ/mm, 

with a total travel distance of 3.8 mm. Though they did not implement a closed-loop control – 
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the linear actuator was powered by a separate power supply – they estimated the output power 

of the energy harvester as sufficient for closed-loop control.  

Ayala-Garcia et al. improved upon the system proposed by Zhu et al. by: 1) using the 

microcontroller to detect the phase difference between the excitation source and the harvester 

tip, and 2) by implementing a closed-loop control. The setup had a total actuation travel 

distance of 2 mm, which produced 13.76 Hz of bandwidth. It is important to note that since the 

power for the linear actuator was generated by the energy harvester, the total time between 

adjustments was dependent on the rate at which the harvester could charge 550 mF super-

capacitor. For an input excitation amplitude of 0.558 m/s
2
, the charge time for the capacitor was 

measured at 2 hours. Therefore, in a closed-loop setup, the energy harvester could still be 

considered a narrow-band resonant frequency inertial generator. The only improvement 

between this technique and manual tuning is the benefit that it is more pragmatic for field 

operations as it does not require physical interaction to tune the device.  

Challa et al. also implemented a closed-loop self-tuning approach to their previous 

design [88]. Similar to the scenario with Ayala-Garcia et al. the total time between adjustments 

for the harvester was measured to be between 72-88 min. They reported an output power of 736  

µW – 1 mW, and a bandwidth spanning the range of 13-22 Hz. Though these systems were 

capable of automatic control, the required energy for executing the tuning process was too 

costly for the necessary adjustment duty-cycle that would be required in field operations. In 

conclusion, these designs are really only well suited for scenarios where frequency variation is 

quasi-stationary and narrowband, though there is room for improvement in reducing the power 

demand of the control hardware.  
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Piezoelectric Tuning Methods 

The final approach reported in the category of resonant frequency tuning applies 

strictly to piezoelectric inertial generators. This method takes advantage of the duality of the 

piezoelectric effect by using the bonded transducer to both harvest vibrational energy and 

control the resonant frequency of the energy harvester. The stiffness of a piezoelectric material 

can be varied by placing a shunt electric load across the poles. With this technique in mind, 

several researchers have proposed designs that utilize the top layer of a bimorph inertial 

generator to provide power to control electronics that effect the resonant frequency of the 

harvester [17, 18], or use a portion of a piezoelectric layer by etching a gap in the patch [89]. 

Since the piezoelectric material is bonded to the energy harvester, the proposed designs are all 

self-tuning. The only manner in which manual tuning could be performed would be by 

interacting with the control electronics via a variable resistor (potentiometer) or variable 

capacitor. However, since the goal of resonant frequency tuning is to improve the practical 

application of vibrational energy harvesters for field operations, manual tuning should be 

avoided as best as possible, especially when considering the minimal power cost of switching 

between electronic components is all that is needed for piezoelectric resonant frequency tuning.  

Wu et al. [100] proposed a piezoelectric bimorph cantilever energy harvester in which 

the top layer is connected to a capacitor network used to tune the resonant frequency through 

electromechanical coupling. Recalling that tunability is achieved mainly by manipulating the 

system stiffness, the effect of applying various shunting loads to one layer of a bimorph energy 

harvester will have a less significant effect on the total system stiffness. Therefore, the total 

bandwidth achieved by this method is the least when compared to mechanical and magnetic 

resonant frequency tuning methods. For the proposed design by Wu et al. a total bandwidth of 3  

Hz was reported; however, the power required by the microcontroller system was on the µW 
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scale. Roundy and Zhang [89] demonstrated analytically that the design proposed by Zhu et al. 

never resulted in a net-positive power output. Furthermore, they fabricated a similar 

experimental setup, and validated their analytical study by demonstrating a change in output 

power of 82 µW, with a total power consumption of the controller network of 440 µW. They 

concluded their analysis by recommending research initiatives in passive tuning mechanisms.  

Lallart et al. [101] proposed a design in which one layer of the bimorph was used as a 

tuning actuator controlled by an external switching voltage source. Their concept of closed-loop 

control was to detect changes in the excitation frequency and adjust the cantilever beam 

stiffness accordingly by determining the phase between the beam and base oscillation. The 

hardware used to accomplish this was an additional piezoelectric sensor near the beam root to 

measure the deflection, and an accelerometer mounted to the base. The proposed system had an 

estimated net-positive power output; however, it was only valid near the natural primary 

resonance of the harvester, and it was only estimated for the maximum power, not the average 

power. The authors reported the control protocol increased the bandwidth from 4.1 – 8.1 Hz 

near the resonant frequency of 112 Hz.  

Other piezoelectric resonant frequency tuning methods have been proposed for 

broadband vibration energy harvesting [19, 20]. Peters et al. [90] developed a novel two-

actuator system, in which a free actuator swung about a hinge. When a control voltage was 

applied to the piezoelectric actuators, the resulting shape generated a much stiffer structure 

(increasing the resonant frequency bandwidth). This design attempted to overcome the inherent 

issues in generating large bandwidth by piezoelectric frequency tuning by coupling a secondary 

beam to the system. The result was successful in generating a larger resonant frequency 

bandwidth (over 30%); however, the power consumption of the tuning mechanism was 

significantly larger than the generated output power of the harvester. Wischke et al. [102] 
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proposed a “semi-passive” tuning approach that called for a large tuning voltage (-100 V to 

+260 V) to be applied across the poles of a piezoelectric bimorph actuator, with a polymer 

substrate. The resonant frequency energy harvester utilized electromagnetic induction to collect 

the vibration energy. The control voltage would be applied across the piezoelectric actuators, 

altering the structure stiffness. However, due to charge leakage in the actuator, the resonant 

frequency would drift, eventually returning to the natural resonant frequency.  

Frequency tuning methods (mechanical, magnetic, and piezoelectric) have 

demonstrated varying levels of success in increasing the bandwidth of resonant frequency 

generators for vibrational energy harvesting. Trade-offs between bandwidth, complexity, and 

the energy required for tuning defines the central theme of implementing these techniques for 

broadband energy harvesting. Issues with generating a net-positive power output are still to be 

completely resolved, with many researchers considering the implementation of custom low-

power CMOS integrated circuits to serve as the control hardware. The next sub-sections of this 

review will highlight different approaches to broadband energy harvesting from exploring the 

multiple oscillation modes of a beam and their contributions to power generation, to exploiting 

properties of nonlinear vibration theory for high-energy broadband oscillations. 

 

4.1.2. Multi-Modal Energy Harvesting 

In the previous section, researchers attempted to design energy harvesters with a 

variable resonant frequency for the primary bending mode in order to capture and convert 

broadband vibration energy. This section investigates a different approach to broadband energy 

harvesting, in which inertial generator designs exploit multiple bending modes in a beam [21–

30], or by treating linear resonant generators as an array of pass-band filter oscillators [31–37]. 
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Some general observations regarding the two multi-modal energy harvesting methods reviewed 

are as follows: 

 

Multiple bending mode approach 

 Most designs employ a cantilever beam configuration, with the exception of two 

clamped-clamped beam proposals [22, 23] 

 Typically, only the first two bending modes contribute to the total harvested energy 

 Bending mode ratio (ratio between 1
st
 and 2

nd
 bending mode frequencies) is very large 

for conventional beam designs (M2/M1 > 6) [24–26]; however, novel beam designs can 

reduce this ratio significantly (M2/M1 ~ 1.17) [21, 29, 30]. 

 Broadband power output can be achieved, but with the trade-off of adding weight or 

volume compared to the standard cantilever device [28, 29] 

 

 

Cantilever array approach 

 Most designs use uncoupled / quasi-coupled cantilever arrays, with the exception of 

two designs that feature spring coupling [113] or tip-mass coupling [114] 

 Cantilever tuning accomplished by varying beam length and tip-mass [33, 35], or 

piezoelectric transducer thickness [116] 

 More complex interface circuitry is required to account for phase differences between 

tuned cantilevers [36, 37] 
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 Bandwidth can be modified through electrical connection (series or parallel) between 

tuned cantilevers [116] 

 Cantilever array can be scaled-down to MEMS devices using either piezoelectric [118] 

or electromagnetic induction [119] 

 

Tadesse et al. [106] presented a hybrid piezoelectric / EMI multi-modal vibration 

energy harvester that exploited the first two bending resonances of a cantilever beam subject to 

base excitation. The device used a permanent magnet as the tip mass which would pass through 

a coil of wire for electromagnetic induction. The authors reported the device harvested more 

energy through the EMI interface for the primary bending mode, whereas the piezoelectric 

transducers harvested more energy in the secondary mode. One complication with this approach 

is with matching the electrical impedance of the two different transduction methods for optimal 

energy capture / storage. Furthermore, this device had a very large reported mode ratio of 18 

(20 Hz and 300 Hz, respectively), effectively rendering the system to be discrete.  

Ou et al. [25] performed a theoretical analysis of a similar two-mass cantilever device 

and found similar issues with the mode ratio being so large that the energy between modes is 

minimal, and thus fails to capture broadband energy. They later experimentally validated their 

model results [108]. The issue with mode separation is that the excitation bandwidth often fails 

to exhaust the frequency space between the two modes. Furthermore, the response between 

modes drops-off significantly if their mode ratio is too large.  

To address the problem or modal separation, researchers began to develop novel beam-

system designs to increase the modal density within a reasonable excitation frequency band. 

Arafa et al. [109] proposed a novel 2DOF cantilever energy harvester with a “dynamic 

magnifier”. This design reduced the mode ratio to approximately 2.5, while increasing the 
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harvested power by a factor of 13 over a conventional cantilever harvester. One noted tradeoff 

in their design is the added mass required by the dynamic magnifier, which could be prohibitive 

in applications where device weight/volume is critical.  

A variation on the 2DOF cantilever approach was proposed by Erturk et al. [103], 

where they investigated an L-shaped bimorph cantilever. Depending on the tuning parameters 

(beam length, mass ratio/location) a mode ratio of 2 was achievable. Interface electronics issues 

persist with this design as a result of mode-shape-dependent voltage cancelation. The authors 

ultimately suggest further investigation into more complex circuitry to improve the harvested 

voltage. 

Further reducing the mode ratio, Berdy et al. [111] and Wu et al. [112] investigated 

novel cantilever beam designs which could provide increased modal density with only minimal 

increase in device volume. A cantilevered meandering bimorph with distributed proof mass was 

demonstrated by Berdy et al. to exhibit a broadband output power response over a range of 32.3 

– 45 Hz. The reported mode ratio for this device was approximately 1.31, with bending 

resonances at 33 and 43.3 Hz, respectively. The device by Wu et al. featured a more compact 

and efficient variation on the 2DOF harvester with a dynamic magnifier proposed by Arafa et 

al. by nesting a second cantilever beam within a primary cantilever beam. This device allows 

the tip mass on the primary cantilever to act as the dynamic magnifier for the secondary 

harvester, with the beam parameters selected to achieve a reported mode ratio of approximately 

1.17.   

Instead of exploiting multiple bending modes of a single cantilever beam, researchers 

took the approach of using an array of tuned cantilever energy harvesters as a mechanical pass-

band filter bank for broadband energy harvesting. Most designs proposed in this approach 

feature an array of uncoupled/quasi-coupled cantilever beams each tuned to a specific 
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resonance frequency through tailor mechanical parameters such as length [115], tip mass [117], 

or piezoelectric bimorph thickness [116]. Micro-scale harvester designs were also proposed for 

piezoelectric [118] and electromagnetic induction [119] energy harvesting for ultra-low power 

electronic devices.  

Shahruz et al. [115] first proposed the cantilever array vibration energy harvester 

design in which individual cantilever beams are quasi-coupled (i.e. share the same input 

excitation)  tuned by their length and/or tip mass to discretely span the input excitation 

frequency bandwidth, Figure 32. The authors reported this concept as a “mechanical pass-band 

filter”. Xue et al. [116] proposed a similar design with the cantilevers tuned by the piezoelectric 

bimorph thickness. By tailoring the electrical connection (series or parallel) between tuned 

cantilevers, the device bandwidth could be adjusted. They found that a series connection of the 

harvesters resulted in an increased bandwidth, whereas connecting in parallel would provide a 

shift in the response frequency range. Ferrari et al. [117] investigated the power output 

characteristics of a 3-cantilever device where the excitation frequency varied from in-band (i.e. 

exciting one the resonances) and out-of-band. The experiment demonstrated the ability of the 

design to provide enough power to trigger wireless data transmission in a connected sensor 

node. The authors reported that for resonant excitation, for any of the 3 cantilevers, the energy 

harvester could generate enough power to trigger a wireless transmission. For an out-of-band 

excitation, the cantilever harvesters could not trigger a transmission independently; however, as 

a complete converter array, the device could achieve twice as many measure-and-transmit 

operations, even for out-of-band excitation, as any single cantilever under resonant excitation. 
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Figure 34. Schematic of cantilever array energy harvester (left) and device frequency response function 

(Source: Shahruz et al. [115]) 

 

Liu et al. [118] and Sari et al. [119] proposed MEMS-scale cantilever array energy 

harvesters for ultra-low-power wireless sensor networks using the piezoelectric and 

electromagnetic induction methods, respectively. Liu et al. reported reduced output voltage 

effects resulting from phase differences between tuned cantilevers. They proposed individual 

rectifiers for each tuned cantilever to optimally capture and store the output voltage. While this 

approach did improve the captured output voltage, the complicated rectification circuit could 

potentially cause significant energy loss for low-level or out-of-band excitations. Sari et al. 

fabricated a MEMS-scale array consisting of 35 serially connected tuned cantilevers which 

harvested energy via electromagnetic induction. The authors reported significantly less 

harvested power than the device proposed by Liu et al., even with cantilevers on a similar scale. 

This result is consistent with the issues with scaling efficiency of electromagnetic induction 

harvesters reported by Beeby et al.. 
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4.1.3. Energy Harvesting from Nonlinear Oscillations 

As was addressed at the beginning of this chapter, energy harvesters operating in a 

linear regime lack the necessary robustness to parameter variation (e.g. excitation frequency, 

damping, etc.) for field operations. To better define the difference between linear and nonlinear 

configurations, it is instructive to review the generic dimensionless equation of motion for a 

1DOF oscillator (equation 35). Here we define a nonlinear energy harvester by the potential 

energy of the restoring force. This is a geometric-type nonlinearity that can be created through 

careful design of boundary conditions. Rearranging equation 35 to express the response 

acceleration as a function of the gradient of the potential energy (        ), viscous damping 

(µ), and generalized forcing (f(t)), we can see the system nonlinearity depends on the potential 

energy function (assuming linear forcing).  Note, ()’ denotes derivation with respect to time. 

 

 

       
     

  
          (38) 

 

Equation 38 defines a general 1DOF forced oscillator with viscous damping. It is 

important to recall from Chapter 1 that an additional electromechanical coupling term (and 

equation) is required if piezoelectric energy harvesting is used; otherwise, as is the case for 

electromagnetic induction, the coupling effects can be added to the viscous damping term. 

Researchers have  primarily focused on Duffing-type nonlinear potential functions for 

broadband energy harvesting purposes. Duffing’s equation, equation 39, is a two-parameter 

quartic polynomial that can exhibit three qualitative characteristics depending on the sign of the 

two parameters,  as seen in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35. Realizations of Duffing’s equation for varying parameter values 
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The manner in which these nonlinear potential functions are introduced to the energy 

harvesting system is mainly by manipulation of boundary conditions. Such a design was 

highlighted earlier, where researchers were using magnetic forces to tune the resonant 

frequency of cantilevered piezoelectric beams [99].  

Another type of nonlinearity investigated for broadband energy harvesting is 

introduced by a piecewise linear stiffness through the implementation of a mechanical stopper. 

In these systems, cantilever beam bending stiffness increases step-wise when it contacts a 

mechanical stopper, which induces additional strain to the system. 

Some general observations regarding the nonlinear energy harvesting methods 

reviewed are as follows: 
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Monostable Nonlinear Configuration 

 Increased bandwidth observed resulting from hardening or softening response, while 

output power matched [120], or increased [121] relative to linear energy  harvester 

 Most designs featured bandwidth increase in only one direction (e.g. hardening or 

softening response) [120], [122]; however, some designs could exhibit both hardening 

and softening responses depending on a tuning parameter [121] 

 Overall, this configuration is only beneficial for frequency sweeps (e.g. slowly 

evolving periodic forcing) 

 No improvement relative to linear harvester under stochastic (Gaussian) excitation 

[123], and decreased performance under colored Gaussian excitation 

 Energy required to perturb system from low-energy orbit to high-energy orbit 

sometimes required 

 

Bistable Nonlinear Configuration 

 Can exhibit improved performance relative to a linear harvester for both periodic and 

stochastic forcing over a larger bandwidth 

 Three types of response oscillations: large-amplitude periodic, chaotic, and large-

amplitude quasi-peroidic [124] 
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Piecewise Linear Configuration via Mechanical Stoppers 

 For harmonic forcing, configurations with mechanical stoppers exhibit increased 

bandwidth for frequency upsweep excitations, while maintaining the same bandwidth 

as a linear harvester for downsweeps [125] 

 Under colored noise excitation, the configuration had increased bandwidth, but 

generated less power relative to linear harvester 

 Provided the environment excitation PDF is known, an optimization procedure was 

investigated to improve performance; however, the results converged to a weakly-

coupled contact nonlinearity [126] 

 Overall, this configuration offers no improvement in performance relative to linear 

harvesters, and thus exhibits the same issues with operational deployment 

 

Ramlan et al. [120] first investigated the potential benefits of a nonlinear restoring 

force for broadband vibration energy harvesting systems. In their paper, they analytically and 

numerically investigated the hardening response of a nonlinear harvester under harmonic 

excitation. The found the max output power was equivalent to a linear system, however with 

the added benefit of increased bandwidth. It is important to note that their numerical 

investigations assumed a constant damping force. 

Mann and Sims [122] proposed a nonlinear electromagnetic induction energy harvester 

for magnetic levitation systems. The device used two permanent magnets as nonlinear restoring 

force boundary conditions working on an oscillating mass. In their study, they found that for 

low magnitude excitations, the system behaved very similar to a linear energy harvester. 

However, for large-amplitude excitations, the energy harvester exhibited a hardening response, 
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thus increasing the device bandwidth. One drawback noted by the authors was the uni-

directional increase in bandwidth of the device. 

Stanton et al. [121] proposed a piezoelectric monostable nonlinear oscillator that 

consisted of a cantilever bimorph beam, with fixed permanent magnets near the beam tip. 

Unlike the previous nonlinear configurations, this device could exhibit both a hardening and 

softening response depending on the tuning parameter (magnet separation distance). 

Furthermore, this device demonstrated an improved power output and bandwidth relative to a 

linear harvester, as opposed to the results presented by Ramlan et al. The authors suggested this 

could be a result from variable damping force from the magnets, whereas Ramlan’s study 

assumed constant damping force [120].  

In all nonlinear energy harvesting applications, it is important to note that for both 

hardening and softening responses, the high-energy and low-energy orbit solutions result from a 

bifurcation in the system dynamics. As such, both high and low-energy branches are 

equivalently stable solutions depending on system parameters such as input excitation 

frequency and amplitude, boundary conditions, and damping. Transitioning from low-energy to 

high-energy solutions can be accomplished by providing a perturbation to any one of the 

system parameters, with the degree of the necessary perturbation dependent on the sensitivity of 

the system dynamics to each parameter. 

The system proposed by Ramlan et al. [120] featured a bistable “snap-through” 

mechanism consisting of a mass-damper connected to two obliquely-oriented linear springs. 

Their numerical study predicted an improved performance over a linear energy harvester. 

Erturk et al. [127] and Erturk and Inman [128] studied the energy harvesting characteristics of a 

piezomagnetoelastic generator consisting of a bimorph cantilever beam on a ferromagnetic 

substrate with stationary magnets near the beam tip. The authors demonstrated a large 
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amplitude response could be attained for off-resonance excitation frequencies. Furthermore, 

transition from low-energy orbits to high-energy orbits was achieved by providing a perturbing 

actuation to the piezoelectric transducers; however, the energy required for a single perturbation 

was not quantified.  

Cottone et al. [129] first introduced the nonlinear bistable configuration consisting of 

repulsing magnets, in which they studied the harvester response to stochastic excitaitons. Their 

design featured an inverted pendulum with a permanent magnet at the cantilever tip acting as 

tip-mass, with an oppositely poled stationary permanent magnet. The degree of nonlinearity 

was a function of the magnet separation distance (Δ). The authors found that for a specific 

separation distance and noise excitation level, the max harvested power was 4-6 times greater 

than a quasi-linear regime (i.e. large Δ). Their study concluded the response increased with 

greater separation of the stable points; however, this came at a trade-off in the jump/snap-

through probability resulting from an increased potential barrier (δ).  

The bistable device configuration using repulsing magnetics proposed by Cottone et al. 

inspired similar designs by Ferrari et al. [130], Lin and Alphenaar [131], Andò et al. [132], 

Stanton et al. [133], and Wu et al. [134], a diagram of which is shown in Figure 36. These 

papers investigated magnetic repulsion bistability under various broad-spectrum excitations. 

The general theme from this suite of papers concerns the issue of how to enable the harvester to 

exhibit the snap-through response (a.k.a. interwell oscillations) over a range of parameters such 

as excitation amplitude & frequency, damping, and degree of nonlinearity. The most recent 

paper exploiting this type of bistability was presented by Wu et al. [134], where they augment 

their original novel 2DOF nested piezoelectric harvester. The system was demonstrated to have 

improved performance in a monostable configuration when compared to their previous linear 

2DOF design and the conventional 1DOF monostable harvester. Continued research into the 
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modeling of the device is required to determine design guidelines. Further investigations to the 

bistable mode are also currently in progress.  

 

 

Figure 36. Bistable nonlinear oscillator setup using magnetic repulsion 

 

Fundamentally, the existence of low-energy orbits (a.k.a. intrawell oscillations) is a 

result of the energy harvester dynamics being unable to overcome the potential energy barrier 

(the “separatrix”) between the two stable states. To address this issue, researchers looked 

exploit the phenomenon of stochastic resonance, a scenario that arises when the system is 

forced such that the potential barrier oscillates in phase with the mean transition time between 

the two stable equilibria [135]–[137]. McInnes et al. [135] studied the manipulation of the 

spacing between the clamped boundary conditions of a system similar to what was proposed by 

Ramlan et al. [120]. By actuating the spacing between the spacing of a tuned bistable device, 

the authors found the energy generated could be significantly greater than the unmodulated 

system. However, if the system was unturned, then the energy generated was less than the 
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unmodulated system because the energy required for modulation outweighed the energy 

captured under active tuning.  

Soliman et al. [125] provided a detailed analytical, numerical, and experimental study 

of a MEMS-based piecewise linear energy harvester with a mechanical stopper. Under 

harmonic forcing, the device demonstrated improved bandwidth for frequency upsweeps, while 

showing no change in bandwidth compared to a linear harvester for frequency downsweeps. 

Their experimental study also showed a lower harvested power compared to a linear device; 

however, because of the increased bandwidth, the piecewise linear configuration was able to 

capture 30% more energy over the course of a single frequency upsweep trial.  

Blystad and Halvorsen [138] investigated the response characteristics of a piecewise 

linear device subject to colored noise excitation. Their investigation yielded similar results to 

Soliman et al. The authors concluded that the overall bandwidth increased at the cost of reduced 

power output. Soliman et al. [126] then proposed a design optimization procedure for 

configurations with mechanical stoppers. They were able to determine the harvester 

performance was dominated by the stiffness ratio and the beam velocity at impact. Their 

analysis recommended the stopper height should be maximized in order to minimize the contact 

damping under stochastic excitations, which essentially renders the system to a linear regime. 

Completing the recent research into configurations with mechanical stoppers, Blystad et al. 

[139] studied the effects of interface circuits with the performance of MEMS scale harvesters 

with two-sided mechanical stoppers under harmonic and stochastic excitation. Their 

simulations demonstrated that for low-amplitude excitations, the effect of interface circuits 

yielded no performance benefits. For large-amplitude excitations, there was a quantifiable 

performance improvement for certain interface circuits; however, the power harvested was still 

less than that of a conventional linear oscillator. 
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In the next chapter, a new approach to dynamic frequency tuning is demonstrated on an 

inertial generator which can exhibit multiple response characteristics depending on the amount 

of current applied to a high-permeability electromagnet interacting with a permanent 

neodymium magnet 

A significant portion of this chapter is to be submitted as a technical report for Los 

Alamos National Laboratory, Scott Ouellette, Charles Farrar, and Michael Todd, 2015. The title 

of this report is “Energy Harvesting for Autonomous Sensor Networks.”  The dissertation 

author was the primary investigator and author of this paper. 
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Chapter 5  

Broadband Vibration Energy Harvesting via Open-Loop 

Control of the Bistable Potential Energy Separatrix 

In the previous chapter we motivated the need for broadband vibration energy capture 

techniques to better account for realistic environments in which a remote sensor may operate. 

As such, the strengths and weaknesses were presented of the various methods previously 

studied, and it was concluded that harvesting energy from a nonlinear bistable system showed 

the greatest promise. In this chapter we will present a novel approach to dynamic frequency 

tuning of an inertial generator by means of tunable electromagnetic repulsion. A 3D 

SolidWorks render of the proposed Modulated Inertial Generator (MIG) is shown below in 

Figure 37. The appraoch will utilize a high-permeability electromagnet to generate a user-

controlled buckling force within the piezoelectric inertial generator, thus manifesting a dynamic 

system that can qualitatively alter its dynamic response state from monostable to bistable 

depending on the direction and magnitude of current flow. In the following sections of this 

chapter we will present a detailed analysis of the MIG, as well as results from a suite of 

parametric dynamic tests to verify the hypothesis that precise control of the bistable potential 
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energy separatrix can result in an augmented broadband resonant response relative to either 

fixed monostable or bistable configurations. 

 

 

Figure 37. 3D render of MIG experimental setup 

5.1. Introduction to Electromagnetism 

Prior to deriving the critical buckling load for the inertial generator, it is instructive to 

first model the force interaction between the two interacting magnets. A vector-gradient method 

for approximating the force between to interacting magnetic dipoles in free-space was proposed 

by Yung et al. [140], and later applied to the study of bistable energy harvesters by Stanton et 

al. [133]. In essence, this approach defines the magnetic potential energy field in the 2D plane 

as the inner product of the magnetic flux density of the interacting dipole moments (Bp-em) with 

the stationary buckling magnet (µem). With respect to the Cartesian coordinates [ex, ez], the 

magnetic flux density and potential energy are expressed as follows: 

 

 

         
   
  

 
          

         
  

(40) 
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(41) 

 

where, ||·||2 denotes the Euclidean norm of the position vector. Figure 38 shows a 

simplified diagram of the interacting magnetic dipoles with respect to the Cartesian reference 

frame, with the permanent magnet affixed to the beam tip and the electromagnet held 

stationary. For cylindrical permanent magnets, a first-order approximation of the dipole 

moment (µp) can be expressed as follows: 

 

 

     
  
  
   

    (42) 

 

where Br represents the remnant flux density of the ferroelectric material after the 

magnetizing field is removed, µo is the permeability of free space, and rp and hp are the cylinder 

radius and height, respectively. A cursory analysis of equation 6 reveals the magnitude of the 

dipole moment is approximately proportional to its volume and remnant flux density. To fully 

define the magnetic potential energy, Um, it is necessary to derive an expression for the dipole 

moment of the stationary electromagnet. 
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Figure 38.  2D geometric diagram of the magnetic dipole moment interaction 

In order to derive an approximate expression for the dipole moment produced by a 

cylindrical electromagnet, this study employs analytical methods from classical physics in 

combination with a magnetic circuit modeling approach developed for high-efficiency electrical 

transformer design. Since the electromagnet used in this study is cylindrical in shape, it is 

assumed that the dipole moment can be approximated as similar to that of a permanent magnet, 

with the notable variation being the flux density (B) is a function of the coil current. This 

assumption is formalized mathematically below in equation (43). 

 

 

      
       

  
    

     (43) 

 

5.2. Derivation of Magnetic Dipole Moment for Cylindrical Electromagnets 

In order to derive an approximate equation for the magnetic moment produced by an 

electromagnet, it is first necessary to review the properties of a solenoid (i.e. an electromagnet 
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without an iron core). In essence, a solenoid is a wire coil that generates a magnetic field when 

an electric current is applied. The magnetic field is conventionally described by two parameters, 

the magnetic flux density (B-field), and the magnetic field strength (H-field). These two fields 

relate to the electric terminal as follows: 

 

 

Figure 39. Diagram of electromagnetism relationships 

 

An important conventional note for clarity is that magnetic permeability (µ) is not the 

same as the magnetic moment (µ). For a solenoid, the core is made of air, and thus the two 

fields are related by the permeability of free space (µ0 = 4π x 10
-7

 [N/A
2
]). While the 

permeability for an iron core is much higher allowing for a large B-field with little current, the 

relationship between the two fields is highly nonlinear – an issue that will be addressed later on 

in this paper. 

In this study, all of the magnets will be cylindrical in geometry, thus necessitating the 

use of cylindrical coordinates when deriving the B-field for a solenoid. For an ideal solenoid 

consisting of a single coil layer that is tightly packed, and infinitely long, the axial (z-direction) 

component of the B-field is simply: 
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         (44) 

 

While the field expression becomes much more complicated for a finite length 

solenoid, there have been several studies that develop closed-form solutions of the respective 

B-fields [141]–[143]. Most recently, Derby and Olbert [143] presented a solution which makes 

use of the cylindrical symmetry to implement a special case of a generalized complete elliptic 

integral for determining the radial (ρ) and axial (z) B-field components. Equations 45a,b below 

are used to describe the axial component of a finite solenoid of radius (a) and length (2b). 

 

 

              
                   

                         
      

 
  

 

 
(45a) 

 

    
     

      
         

                
        (45b) 

 

Note, the constants (β±, k±, and γ) are all geometric constants based on the cylinder 

dimensions. The authors provide a sample code for quickly evaluating the complete elliptic 

integral, and while this approach is fairly accurate, the equations break-down at the solenoid 

boundaries (ρ = a, and z = ±b).  

5.2.1. Relationship of Coil Current to Magnetic Force 

The addition of an iron core to the solenoid has two notable effects: 1) the magnetic 

field generated per unit of coil current increases greatly due to the alignment of magnetic 
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domains within the core, making special note that the relative permeability of soft iron cores is 

in the range of 10
3
-10

5
, and 2) the field direction is focused within the boundary of the core. 

Unlike air, an iron core has a finite set of magnetic domains, and thus will saturate. When the 

magnetizing current is reduced to zero, the iron core still remains magnetized, and thus the 

material exhibits a hysteretic relationship between the two fields, as shown below in Error! 

Reference source not found.a. It is important to note that once a magnetizing field is applied 

to the core, it will only return to a de-magnetized state if it is heated to its Curie temperature. 

For this study, the core characteristics are idealized such that the relationship is piecewise 

linear, as shown in Figure 40b. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 40. (a) characteristic curve tracing for iron core. At point 0 the material is un-magnetized. Once a 

magnetizing field is applied, typically via a current carrying coil, the magnetic domains align and the B-

field saturates at point 1. Once the coil current is reduced to zero, the magnetism in the material domains 

remain. (b) An idealized, no-loss, core representation used for simple analyses. 

 

Now that a basic foundation for the electromagnet behavior is established, this paper 

will focus on deriving an approximate expression for the magnetic moment generated by a 
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cylindrical electromagnet, as depicted below in Figure 41a. To start, this study will assume the 

magnetization vector, M, will be of similar form to the permanent magnet. The restricting 

condition is that the electromagnet will behave like a permanent magnet when the core is 

saturated. Thus, the following condition is considered: 

 

 

    
    
  

 (46) 

 

 

To do this, we must first establish principles of magnetic circuits to account for the 

effect of the open loop. A fundamental principle of electromagnet analysis is that the magnetic 

field forms a closed loop from one pole to the other. For a simple toroidal inductor, the path is 

completed by the core, and thus the field strength, H(t), can be assumed to be uniform. The 

magnetomotive force (MMF), F(t), between two points, x1 and x2, is simply the integral of the 

H-field between the points. Thus, for a uniform H-field, the MMF is: F   = Hl, where l is the 

distance between points. Additionally, the total magnetic flux, ϕ(t), is the sum of all flux 

density vectors through a surface, Ac. Therefore, a uniform flux density through a surface with 

area, Ac, yields the expression: ϕ(t) = BAc. 

Simple application of Ampere’s Law to a closed loop inductor – very similar to an 

electromagnet – shows the MMF is equivalent to the total current in the coil (i.e. F   = Hl = 

ni(t)). Assuming the applied current is such that the (idealized) core is saturated, then the 

following expression holds: 
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 (47) 

 

Solving equation (47) for the saturation magnetic field, the following expression for the 

magnetic moment of a closed loop electromagnet as a function of the total current is generated: 

 

 

        
      

    
    (48) 

 

It is important to further note that the saturation B-field for a soft-magnetic iron core is 

usually known or provided by the material supplier. While the expression in equation (48) is 

nice, it does not account for the effect of the air gap on the saturation current. To account for 

this effect, a simple magnetic circuit model is used. The essential assumptions for a magnetic 

circuit using an analog of Kirchhoff’s node laws are as follows: 

 

 The divergence of B = 0;  

 Flux lines are continuous with no end; 

 Total flux entering a node must be zero; 

 The magnetic force and flux are uniform through an element with cross-sectional 

surface area, Ac (added for completeness) 
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Based on these assumptions, the application of Ampere’s Law to the magnetomotive 

force places a restriction that the H-field is evaluated over a closed path. Applying the rules 

listed above to the system shown in Figure 41b, the following expression for Ampere’s Law is 

derived: 

 

 

                  (49a) 

      
  
    

 (49b) 

       
    

    
 
      
    

 (49c) 

 

Please note, the magnetic path length was calculated as from the center of the iron core 

and assumes a semi-circular rotation with a diameter equivalent to the core diameter. Applying 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 41. (a) diagram of a cylindrical electromagnet with an assumed magnetic field path (ϕ) shown.  (b) 

an equivalent magnetic circuit accounting for the air gap reluctance, Rgap. 
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equations (49a-c) to equation (46), and assuming a cylindrical electromagnet with an ideal iron 

core, yields the following expression for the magnetic moment: 

 

 

        
    

   

     
  

   
 

      

    
 
 
              

    
  

              
    

  

 
 (50) 

 

Due to the complexity of the calculations, the symbolic manipulation software 

MATHEMATICA was used to derive the full nonlinear magnetic potential energy. The nonlinear 

magnetic potential energy function derived in MATHEMATICA using equation 41 is as follows: 

 

 

      
                              

                          
  
 
  

 (51a) 

 

where 

 

                    (51b) 

                        (51c) 

       (51d) 

                  (51e) 

            (51f) 

           (51g) 

        (51h) 
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             (51i) 

and S = 4a +lc + 2s, where a is the permanent magnet length, lc is the electromagnet 

core length, and s is the separation distance. 

Since magnitude of the potential energy is a function of 4 variables, only specific cross 

sections of the data can be visualized. Figure 42 shows two such visualizations of the magnetic 

potential function for various configurations of fixed and variable parameters. Of particular 

relevance to the bifurcation study is the comparison of the potential energy magnitude for 

varying spacing and coil current values Figure 42b. This figure shows the highly nonlinear 

relationship between the magnetic potential and the magnet spacing, whereas, with respect to 

the coil current, the magnetic potential is roughly linear. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 42. (a) Nonlinear magnetic potential energy for fixed magnet spacing (s = 10.7 mm) and tip 

rotation (θ = 0), and (b) relationship of potential energy magnitude and for varying magnet spacing and 

coil current for perfect magnet alignment (i.e. α = 0, and θ = 0). 
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5.2.2. Electromagnet Power Analysis 

A cursory analysis of equation (50) shows the large effect on the air gap significantly 

increases the saturation current. As such, the required number of coil turns, n, increases greatly 

to offset the air gap reluctance. However, there are two issues associated with increasing the 

number of coil turns that lead to diminishing returns: 1) for a finite cylinder height, hc, the 

increasing number of turns will require coil overlap which results in increased coil diameter, 

and 2) the increased coil length adds to the parasitic resistance, which thus requires a higher 

terminal voltage, and higher DC power loss due to joule heating. 

For most applications of electromagnets, there are two main sources of power loss: 1) 

DC copper loss/joule heating, and 2) core hysteresis loss. Since core hysteresis loss primarily 

occurs during high frequency switching applications, its effects are considered to be negligible 

in the context of this study. The effect of Joule heating on the power loss is of primary concern 

in this study due to the manner in which the electromagnet will be employed. Furthermore, in 

order for this approach to be a viable technique in field operations, its effects must produce a 

net-positive output power. Therefore, analysis of the primary type of power loss is essential in 

characterizing the device performance, as well as providing a metric for optimization with 

regard to design considerations such as material and geometric properties of the ferromagnetic 

core and wire coil.  

The conventional description of Joule heating is to treat the wire coil as a resistor, in 

which case the power loss is simply I
2
Rwire, where the wire resistance for a cylindrical coil can 

be approximated as: 
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  (52) 

 

where dcoil represents the coil diameter, dwire is the wire cross section diameter, and n is 

the total number of coil turns. The maximum buckling force for a set separation distance 

becomes limited by the saturation current of the core; thus, the DC power loss in the 

electromagnet occurs at the saturation current level, which can be determined explicitly via 

equation (50). Solving equation (50) for Isat in terms of Bsat yields the upper bound of the DC 

power loss: 

 

 

           
                   

 
          

      
  (53) 

 

Effectively, the optimal electromagnet design, in terms of minimal power loss, will use 

a relatively large gauge wire, a high-permeability core material, and a small core diameter. This 

model does assume a singular layer coil, so there are higher-order layering effects that are 

unaccounted for in terms of total wire length and magnetic field gap reluctance estimation. 

Analytically modeling the nonlinear magnetic potential interaction and its effects on the 

parametric bifurcation space of the inertial generator is the subject of the next section. 
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5.3. Modulated Inertial Generator (MIG) Buckling Analysis and Modal Model 

In order to determine approximate values of interest (e.g., buckling load and natural 

frequency) for the sections that follow. Additionally, a finite element model was developed to 

verify the analytical modal model results with regards to the estimated natural frequency for 

various tip mass values. The inertial generator used in the experimental tests is the V22BL 

(Midé Corporation) VoltureTM piezoelectric energy harvester. The experimental natural 

frequency values for various tip masses provided by the manufacturer were used as a means of 

modal model validation, with the comparison results shown in Figure 45a.   

 

5.3.1. Analytical and Numerical Modal Analysis 

The analytical modal model developed to study this inertial generator with an added tip 

mass follows the procedure outlined by Koplow et al. [144] and Stanton and Mann [145] for 

beams with step changes in cross section. In this study, the composite beam is parsed into three 

sections, each with unique bending stiffness properties. Figure 39 shows a layered section of 

the composite beam stacking sequence, consisting of the four materials that comprise the 

laminate in a relative scale of their respective thicknesses. To reduce the model complexity 

often encountered with composite beams, each section is treated as an isotropic prismatic beam, 

with the elastic modulus calculated as the average modulus for each section in the following 

manner: 

 

 

     
                         

             
 (54) 
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where, A[] represents the total cross-sectional area of each respective lamina. The 

specific values used for each lamina are detailed in Table 5. The tip mass was modeled as an 

isotropic cylinder (non-rigid), with the diameter kept as a variable in order to adjust the overall 

mass load for the model comparison study. 

 

 

For the finite element model, the beam was again parsed into three sections and 

modeled using linear-quadrilateral and triangular shell elements, with a mean element size of 1 

mm. The only variation between the analytical model and the finite element model is the 

treatment of the tip mass, in that for the finite element model the geometric properties and 

moment of inertia were idealized as a distributed mass load on the edge elements.  Figure 44 

shows the two models. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

 

Figure 43. Cross section of composite laminate (a) with piezoelectric layers, and (b) without 

piezoelectric layers. Note that the diagrams are not to exact scale. 
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Figure 44. (a) Idealized analytical model of composite inertial generator, and (b) Abaqus finite 

element model with the piezoelectric layers 

 

 

Both the analytical model and finite element model assumed an idealized fixed-end 

condition at the beam root, keeping with the intended application of traditional inertial 

generator configurations. Comparing the resulting estimations for the primary natural frequency 

to the experimental values provided by the manufacturer shows each model to have relatively 

strong agreement to each other, while overall predicting a stiffer beam. However, the models 

qualitatively predict the asymptotic convergence to a natural frequency of approximately 25 Hz 

for tip mass values greater than 2 grams, as shown in Figure 41a. For the experimental tests 

conducted, the tip mass was measured as 5.7 grams, with a measured damped natural frequency 

of 25.27 Hz. For both models with a 5.7 gram tip mass, the estimated natural frequency was 

calculated at 25.02 Hz and 26.64 Hz for the analytical and finite element approach, 

respectively. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 45. (a) Comparison of analytical and finite element models of the V22BL inertial generator to 

experimental values provided in the manufacturer datasheet, and (b) the mass-normalized analytical mode 

shape for the primary bending mode. 

 

5.3.2. Analytical Buckling Analysis 

An analytical static buckling model was also derived for the inertial generator 

independent of the exact description of the magnetic repulsion forces used to generate the 

nonlinear restoring potential. The insights gained by studying the global buckling of the beam 
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with an offset eccentricity tuning parameter were instructive in realizing the effective range of 

mechanical point loads required for generating a bistable potential function. The model 

approach used in this buckling analysis is nearly identical to the analytical modal model, with 

the chief difference being the equation of shape due to the presence of an externally applied 

load as shown in Figure 46.  

 

 

    

   
   

  
   

   
   

 

  
   

 

    
 

(55a) 

 

(55b) 

where, λi is the non-dimensionalized buckling parameter, and ωi represents the lateral 

deflection for each section, with I = 3 sections. Equation (55a) assumes for there are no 

externally applied lateral loads, and that there are no beam imperfections. A general assumed 

solution of the form:  

 

Figure 46. Analytical buckling model with tunable eccentric load 

 

The governing ordinary differential equation for the deformed shape of the beam is as 

follows: 
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                                        (56) 

 

is applied with 4 boundary conditions and 8 section-interface compatibility conditions 

required to satisfy the step-wise tapered beam model. Similar to the modal analysis approach 

developed by Koplow et al. [144], the displacement, rotation, shear and moment at each section 

interface must be set equivalent to ensure continuity in the deflected shape. However, since this 

model includes an eccentric offset parameter (e), a non-zero moment arm manifests at the beam 

tip, which must be accounted for in the boundary condition. As such, the moment equilibrium 

boundary condition at the beam tip is as follows: 

 

 

 
          

   
   

   (57) 

 

Combining all boundary and compatibility conditions results in a 12x12 matrix set of 

equations with a non-zero right-hand side resulting from the eccentrically applied buckling 

load. Inverting the state matrix and solving for all 12 unknown constants will generate an 

explicit buckling deflection for each beam section.  

Since energy is only produced in the inertial generator for strain fields in the 

piezoelectric layers, this investigation is primarily focused on the buckling loads for section 1. 

Figure 46 shows the deflection evaluated for ω1(x = L1) as a function of applied load for 

varying eccentricity values. The critical buckling load for the modeled composite beam, which 

assumes perfect load alignment by setting the eccentricity value to zero, is calculated as 2.33 

mN. Once an imperfection/eccentricity is introduced to the framework, the critical bifurcation 
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load is no longer an explicit point, and, as such, is generally perceived as the point in which the 

lateral deflection makes a sharp “knee” bend. Of particular interest in this study is the apparent 

convergence of eccentrically applied buckling load values. Assuming an experimental 

misalignment of the magnets of 2 mm will only result in a 5.6% reduction in critical buckling 

load required to generate the bistability.  

 

 

 

Figure 47. Buckling diagram for piezoelectric beam section as a function of increasing eccentricity (e). 

 

Table 5 below lists all of the geometric and material properties used in the buckling 

analysis and modal model of the MIG. Manufacturers suggested values for material and elastic 

properties were used when provided, and estimates for the elastic and geometric properties of 

the epoxy were made with consultation with the manufacturer. As such, the epoxy material was 

modeled as having similar elastic properties to Delrin.  
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Table 5. Elastic and geometric properties used in composite beam analysis 

 

Substrate Properties   

Parameter Symbol Value 

Modulus Es 2.41 Gpa 

Thickness ts 0.1 mm 

Width b 6.1 mm 

Length Ls 53.16 mm 

Density ρs 1290 kg/m
3 

Piezoelectric Layer Properties 

Modulus Ep 63 Gpa 

Thickness tp 0.254 mm 

Width bp 3.81 mm 

Length Lp 22.86 mm 

Density ρp 7700 kg/m
3
 

Fiberglass (FR-4) Properties 

Modulus Efr4 24.8 Gpa 

Thickness tfr4 0.039 mm 

Density ρfr4 1920 kg/m
3
 

Epoxy Resin Properties 

Modulus Ee 1.4 Gpa 

Thickness te 2.54 µm 

Density ρe 1420 kg/m
3
 

Tip-Mass Properties   

Mass mm 5.7 g 

Diameter dm 19.05 mm  

Length lm 9.525 mm 

Density ρm 1927 kg/m
3
 

  

5.3.3. 2-Parameter Bifurcation Diagram 

In order to generate the bifurcation diagram, it is first necessary to evaluate the total 

potential energy present in the forced inertial generator system. Keeping consistent with the 

energy description of the system, the elastic strain energy along the axial direction for a 

prismatic beam is expressed as follows: 
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 (58) 

where, ESIS represents the bending stiffness for an isotropic prismatic section, and 

ω(x,t) is the lateral displacement at any point (x) in the beam for all time (t). A common 

approach for analyzing continuous Euler-Bernoulli beams is to separate the temporal and 

spatial variables via a modal expansion consisting of a finite sum of orthogonal mode shapes 

and generalized temporal displacements. By applying a modal expansion of the form ω(x,t) = Σ 

α(t) ϕ(x), the expression in equation (58) reduces to a simple quadratic function with respect to 

the temporal displacement parameter α(t).  

 

 

    
 

 
         

  (59a) 

 

              

 

 

 (59b) 

 

where ϕ(x) is the composite mode shape developed in section 5.3.1. Since this beam is 

electromechanically coupled through the piezoelectric layers, it is also necessary to account for 

the bending enthalpy for each layer within the elastic strain energy formulation. A method for 

evaluating the bending enthalpy was presented by Stanton et al. and does not require further 

review with regards to the intent of this investigation [133]. Summing the three potential energy 

functions gives the total system restoring potential, of which the nonlinear restoring force (Ψ) 
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can be derived by means of a partial derivative with respect to the generalized temporal 

displacement Ψ = ∂Utotal/∂α(t).  
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The top image of Figure 48 shows the evaluation of the total potential energy function 

as the coil current parameter is varied, and in it we see the parabolic function smoothly 

transition into a bistable potential well system. For a system in which the magnets are initially 

perfectly aligned, the bifurcation diagram is reduced to a function of two parameters: magnet 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 48. (top) Nonlinear potential energy function with respect to the lateral displacement of the beam 

tip and an externally applied electromagnet coil current, and (bottom) the 2-parameter bifurcation 

diagram for various magnet spacing and coil current configurations. 
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spacing (s) and coil current (i). As such, evaluating the critical points of the nonlinear restoring 

force (Ψ) for various parametric values of spacing and current yields the 3D bifurcation 

diagram shown in the bottom image of Figure 48.  

 

Table 6. Properties of tip magnet and electromagnet 

 

Electromagnet properties 

Parameter Symbol  Value 

Core length lc 13.8 mm 

Core diameter dc 9.53 mm 

Number of coil turns n 1000 

Core permeability µ 2.9 x 10
6
 N/A

2 

Permeability of free space µo 4.9 x 10
-7

 N/A
2
 

Tip magnet properties 

Length lm 4.76 mm 

Diameter dm 9.53 mm 

Remnant flux density Br 1.48 T 

 

5.3.4. Model Validation Tests with Laser-Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) 

This section describes the experimental tests used to validate the theoretical and 

analytical models presented in the previous sections. The primary objectives of the tests 

performed were to quantitatively validate the analytical 2-parameter bifurcation diagram, 

investigate the bandwidth response of the inertial generator subject to a range of buckling loads, 

and to confirm the initial hypothesis that the resonant response bandwidth can be augmented by 

modulating the buckling force in real time during a test.   

A picture of the modulated bistable energy harvester experimental setup is shown  in 

Figure 51. As stated previously, the inertial generator used in these experiments is the Midé 

V22BL. A cylindrical tip mass of polysulfone was fabricated to mount to the tip of the inertial 

generator, and a 3/8” diameter by 3/16” deep center bore was implemented to embed the 

permanent tip magnet (D63-N52, K&J Magnetics). A cart and track system was fabricated out 
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of Delrin to allow for variable magnetic spacing, which was controlled by a stepper motor for 

accurate spacing tolerances. The electromagnet used is an automotive relay (LD-5F-R, Raylex 

Elec.) with the protective plastic shell and switch contacts removed.  

Figure 52 is a diagram of the experimental setup used to validate the analytical 2-

parameter bifurcation diagram. A high resolution Laser-Doppler Vibrometer (OFV 505/5000, 

Polytec Inc.) was used to measure the lateral displacement of the end mass on the inertial 

generator. A National Instruments PXI-1042Q data acquisition system was used with 

LabVIEW to generate the triangle wave excitation signal that cycled from 0-1 A of coil current 

with a frequency of 0.05 Hz.  

A total of 26 trials were conducted over a magnet spacing range of 9 – 36.35 mm, with 

the results of these tests shown in Figure 53. Comparing the results to the analytical bifurcation 

diagram in Figure 45b shows a strong quantitative correlation of the initial bifurcation coil 

current, as well as the spatial dependence. Qualitatively there are two main differences between 

the analytical and experimental bifurcation diagrams are the result of the modeling assumption 

of a lossless core material (no hysteresis), and perfect magnet alignment. As seen in Figure 48, 

there is a clear hysteretic effect on the bifurcation when the current ramps back down from the 

initial charge.   
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Figure 49. Experimental setup for empirically measured 2-parameter bifurcation diagram 

 

 

Figure 50. Diagram of 2-parameter bifurcation experimental setup. 
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Figure 51. Experimental 2-parameter bifurcation diagram 

5.4. Parametric Study of MIG Broadband Resonant Response 

This section will review the parametric power output of the nonlinear energy harvester 

subject to harmonic chirp excitations of amplitude 0.25 g. The parametric study consisted of 40 

trials in with the magnet spacing held to a fixed separation distance, and the electromagnet coil 

current set to a fixed current for the duration of each chirp excitation. Between each trial, the 

coil current was marginally increased from 0 mA up to a max of 400 mA. 

 

5.4.1. Experimental Setup and Design 

The experimental setup for this suite of tests is diagramed in Figure 53. The cart and 

track system developed for the bifurcation tests was mounted to an electrodynamic shake table, 

with an NI c-DAQ I/O system used for all control and measurement acquisition. A 1 Ω, 10 W 

resistor was connected serially to the electromagnet coil to measure the current parameter, and a 
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68 kΩ, 0.25 W resistor was connected across the external leads of the inertial generator to 

measure the power output response. 

 

5.4.2. Testing Protocol 

The intent of this parametric study was to investigate the full bandwidth of resonant 

response frequencies for low-amplitude excitations with respect to the nonlinear buckling 

control parameter. Figure 54a,b shows the power output in the frequency domain for the 

maximum and minimum electromagnet coil current for up-chirp and down-chirp excitations, 

respectively. For the up-chirp excitation, a 3 Hz gap in resonance energy exists between the two 

coil current extrema. Figure 54c,d show that for discrete steps of the coil current, the transition 

of the resonant frequency peaks is continuous. To that extent, there exists an opportunity to 

capture vibration energy within an augmented range of frequencies with proper implementation 

of a control law on the electromagnet coil current.  

Further insights into the continuity of the resonant frequency peaks and their 

relationship to the electromagnet coil current were also required for development of the open-

loop control law described in the following sub-section. Figures 54e,f show that for relatively 

low coil current values, there is a nonlinear shift in the resonant frequency, and for higher coil 

current values the frequency shift plateaus. This nonlinear relationship is a result of the 

electromagnet core saturation effect, in which for low values of coil current has a greater net 

effect on the nonlinear restoring force relative to current modulation when the core is saturated.   
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Figure 52. Diagram of parametric study of MIG dynamic response 

 

 

Figure 53. Experimental setup of dynamic tests 
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Figure 54. Output power of parametrically controlled inertial generator for harmonically excited chirp 

excitations 

 

5.5. Open-loop Control of Bistable Separatrix  

This section details the design and implementation of an open-loop control law applied 

to the electromagnet coil in an effort to augment the broadband resonant frequency response of 

the inertial generator subject to harmonic chirp excitations.   
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5.5.1. Control Law Development 

The open-loop control signal was programmed to linearly modulate the electromagnet 

coil current in a manner that matches the peak power output across the range of frequencies 

shown in Figure 54c,d. To accomplish this, the power response signal was enveloped, and the 

max value was extracted for each trial of the parametric sweep test. Since the measured data 

was stored as a vector array in Matlab, the index location of the max measured power is directly 

tied to the excitation frequency in the shake table. Figures 55 and 56 show the peak power 

points plotted as a function of the base excitation frequency along with an overlaid linear least-

squares fit for both harmonic up-chirp and down-chirp excitations. The fitted line was then used 

as the modulating control signal for the transition region in the chirp excitation tests. While this 

control approach requires significant a priori knowledge of the parametric power response as 

the basis for its design, the focus of this initiative is to demonstrate the ability to augment the 

power output bandwidth by means of external coil current modulation. 
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Figure 55. Open-loop control law fitting approach for up-chirp excitation 

 

Figure 56. Open-loop control law fitting approach for down-chirp excitation 

 

5.5.2. Open-loop Control Dynamic Testing 

As shown in  Figure 57a the resulting output power response of the inertial generator 

now fully captures resonant energy in the transition region, thus validating the experimental 

hypothesis. This approach was also applied to harmonic down-chirp excitations; however, as 
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shown in Figure 57b, the power response is significantly less than that of the up-chirp 

excitations.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 57. Broadband inertial generator response for chirp excitations under modulated coil currents 

 

As the results show in Figure 57, the hypothesis that controlling the bistable potential 

energy separatrix can result in an augmented resonant frequency response. However, due to the 

complex nonlinear dynamics inherent to the system, a more advanced control law is necessary 

for this method to be viable in field operations.  
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A significant portion of Chapter 5 has been submitted for publication in Smart 

Materials and Structures, Scott Ouellette and Michael Todd, 2015. The title of this paper is 

“Modulating the Bistable Potential Energy Separatrix for Augmented Broadband Vibration 

Energy Harvesting”. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this 

paper.  

Another portion of Chapter 5 has been published in Proc. of SPIE, Scott Ouellette and 

Michael Todd, 2014.  The title of this paper is “Broadband Energy Harvesting via Adaptive 

Control of the Bistable Potential Energy Separatrix”.  The dissertation author was the primary 

investigator and author of this paper. 
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Chapter 6  

Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1. Conclusions of Energy Harvesting Methods 

The research presented in this dissertation provides a basis framework for future 

advances in autonomously-powered sensor networks for persistent remote monitoring 

applications in various environments. First, we established a systemic paradigm of the energy 

harvesting approach to autonomous sensor networks, and highlighted the necessary design 

considerations required for a robust implementation in remote field applications. Second, a 

thorough review of the state of energy harvesting research for a wide variety of transduction 

methods was conducted in order to provide a global perspective of the scope of energy 

generation, as well as the requisite power requirements for sensing and communications 

telemetry.  

In Chapters 2 and 3, we developed a novel corrosion-based energy harvester and 

complimentary low-power sensor node for marine infrastructure health monitoring. In Chapter 

2, the chemical process of electron transfer and ion migration was developed in conjunction 

with an equivalent circuit model as a means for estimating the viability of power output under 
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various environmental and use-case conditions. Experimental specimen were fabricated, and a 

suite of parametric tests were performed to generate a statistical metric for power output and 

performance. In Chapter 3, these models were then applied to the design of a low-power sensor 

node such that low duty-cycle measurements of structural health could be acquired without the 

need of an external power source (e.g. a battery). A statistical analysis of the sensor node 

performance was studied using a Monte Carlo approach to SPICE circuit simulations, with 

primary focus being the feedback-regulated output voltage of the DC-DC boost converter for a 

given distribution of supply voltages. Based on the results of this statistical analysis, a 

prototype dual-layer PCB was developed and tested to validate the simulation results of the 

SPICE model. Furthermore, a detailed power analysis study of the sensor node was developed, 

and for an assumed duty-cycle of data acquisition and transmission, the overall operational 

lifetime of the C-SWB corrosion-based energy harvester was estimated.  

The main focus of Chapter 4 was a detailed literature review of the state of vibration 

energy harvesting (VEH) research as it pertains to broadband energy capture methods. A 

classification scheme was applied to compare the various methods studied, and to compare their 

relative strengths and weaknesses. Based on the classification scheme, it was concluded that 

bistable inertial generators showed the greatest promise towards adaptation in field operations 

with respect to the other methods of broadband VEH. The specific intent of the chapter was to 

motivate the necessity of the novel approach to dynamically modulate the potential energy 

separatrix barrier in bistable inertial generators for augmented broadband energy capture.  

Lastly, in Chapter 5, a novel framework for modulating the magnetic field of bistable 

inertial generators was developed by means of implementing a high-permeability 

electromagnet. This approach lends itself to a rich system of non-equilibrium nonlinear 

dynamics as the result of a periodically disappearing saddle node bifurcation qualitatively alters 
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the response of the inertial generator between a monostable and bistable configuration. Closed-

form analytical expressions were developed to model the magnetic dipole moment of a finite-

length cylindrical electromagnet, and the nonlinear interaction between dipole moments was 

studied. Additionally, analytical buckling and free-vibration mode shapes were developed, and 

the resulting quasi-static expressions were combined with the magnetic forcing model to 

generate an analytical 2-parameter bifurcation diagram.  A quasi-static experimental test was 

conducted to validate the 2-parameter bifurcation space using a Laser-Doppler Vibrometer 

(LDV) to measure out-of-plane displacement of the MIG tip mass. Next, a suite of parametric 

dynamic tests were performed to empirically investigate the MIG response and power output 

for harmonic chirp excitations. From these results, we developed an open-loop linear control 

law to modulate the coil current of the buckling electromagnet during a single chirp excitation 

test to validate the augmented broadband resonant response hypothesis. 

A list of the main contributions made in this dissertation is as follows: 

Developed a systematic paradigm of the energy harvesting process as a means to 

provide a cogent description of the multi-disciplinary process of energy capture to usage 

Development of a novel corrosion-based energy harvester and complimentary low-

power sensor node for applications to long-term, low-cost marine infrastructure health 

monitoring 

Analytically modeled and experimentally verified the ability to extend the broadband 

resonant response of a piezoelectric inertial generator by adaptively modulating the bistable 

potential energy separatrix 
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6.2. Future Work for Autonomous Marine Infrastructure Sensor Networks 

From this research, there emerge a few salient new paths for future investigations into 

corrosion-based energy harvesting. There exist two readily apparent research topics in which 

contributions to this paradigm can be made, and they are presented below. 

6.2.1. Advances in Low-Power ICs and Wireless Network Protocols 

With regards to the sensor node design, the commercial hardware selected back in 2013 

is now relatively obsolete. New low-power solutions for various communications platforms are 

continually brought to market, and with semiconductor System-on-Chip (SoC) solutions 

becoming more commercially prevalent, the overall power demands of the sensing and 

communications telemetry are rapidly decreasing. Furthermore, recent advances in wireless 

communication protocols and networking algorithms are particularly well-suited for adaptation 

to this type of paradigm. Issues with non-stationary power generation, and signal attenuation 

from the reinforcing steel rebar within pier columns will certainly need to be addressed as well. 

6.2.2. Optimal Design of C-SWB Electrodes and Byproduct Control 

A detailed power analysis and operational lifetime estimate was developed in this 

dissertation; however, an optimal design of the electrodes / battery is still to be developed. 

Parameters such as electrode spacing, electrode shape, and cement porosity are perfect 

candidates for investigation. Furthermore, a chemical coating that can provide a solvent for the 

anode should be investigated in order to prevent the formation of the insoluble precipitate, thus 

allowing for the full consumption of the anodic material. 
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6.3. Future Work for MIG Energy Harvesters 

The research presented on the MIG presents a rich suite of new investigation 

opportunities with regards to system design. The salient points of future research interest are 

categorized below in order of relevance. 

6.3.1. Numerical Simulations of Dynamic Response 

The ability to model the complex coupled dynamics of the MIG will prove essential for 

future design optimizations, especially as it pertains to the goal of a net-positive power output. 

While several numerical models exist for bistable IGs, as well as systems for a periodically 

disappearing separatrix, the ability to numerically simulate the power output response under a 

dynamically varying separatrix barrier is yet to be seen. 

6.3.2. Update Magnetic Force-Interaction Model 

While post-processing the experimental data, it was observed that the assumed 

magnetic interaction model exhibits a dynamic characteristic resulting from Faraday’s Law of 

Induction. In essence, when the MIG is at resonance, a noticeable harmonic fluctuation can be 

measured within the electromagnet coil. As such, the analytical model for the interacting dipole 

moments needs to be updated to account for the dynamic action of the fluctuating field, and this 

model should then be applied to study the effects on power generation in the MIG. 

6.3.3. Optimal Design of Electromagnet 

This dissertation also provided a detailed power analysis of the electromagnet subject 

to specific design parameters such as the coil length, materials choice, wire gauge, iron core 

geometry, and iron core magnetic permeability. Given the analytical buckling analysis 

provided, the critical buckling coil current can be extracted, which would provide a sensitivity 

expression around which an optimal set of electromagnet design parameters can be studied. 
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6.3.4. Develop Closed-Loop Control Law 

Lastly, the control law developed in this study was of low-order and only served as a 

proof-of-concept with regards to the effect of modulating the separatrix barrier. For more 

realistic vibratory environments, an adaptive closed-loop control law will be required as a 

means of adequately augmenting the broadband resonant response spectrum.Figure 40. (a) 

characteristic curve tracing for iron core. At point 0 the material is un-magnetized. Once a 

magnetizing field is applied, typically via a current carrying coil, the magnetic domains align 

and the B-field saturates at point 1. Once the coil current is reduced to zero, the magnetism in 

the material domains remain. (b) An idealized, no-loss, core representation used for simple 

analyses. 
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Figure 58. Mechanical drawing of A-frame cart 
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Figure 59. Mechanical drawing of clamp rail 
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Figure 60. Mechanical drawing of rail mount 
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Figure 61. Mechanical drawing of stepper motor mount 
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